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ABSTRACI'

Vocal Behavior and Interactions Arrong Parents
and Offspring in the American Dipper

by
Mary Kathleen Fite, Master of Science
Utah State University , 1984
lajor Professcr: Dr. Keith L. Dixon
Department : Biology
The American Dipper (Cinclus rrexicanus), an inhabitant of rapidly
flowing rrountain streams, is an aquatic passerine whose vocalizations
have previously been undescribed.

This study examines the spectrographic

characteristics and contexts of calls and song in a color-banded
population of Dippers.

calls of adults are the Jih, 1-leep and Grawk

calls; calls of nestlings and fledglings are the Chip and Beg calls.
Adult Dippers have a limited number of call types which occupy a middle
range of frequencies ( 3 to 6kHz) and have structural characteristics
which enhance detection of vocal signals.
call types.

Gradation is present between

Possible explanations for similarities in characteristics

of the Weep call of the adult female and the begging vocalizations of
nestlings are discussed.

The song is variable and complex , character-

ized by repetition of notes, contrast between adjacent note types and a
wide range of note types .

Vocal and social adaptations to the stream

environrrent are considered.
Post-feeding singing (PFS) is song given by adult birds immediately
following the feeding of fledglings .

Females sang following 29. 6%

of feedings whereas rrales sang following 14. 6%.

Average duration of

singing by rrales (15.4 sec) was alrrost twice that of females (8 . 4 sec) .

viii
Feeding touts and other contexts of adult singing are discussed .
Evi dence for the functional significance of PFS and speCulations
on selecti ve for ces shaping its evolution are pr esented.

(112 pages)

INTRODUCTION
The American Dipper (Cinclus mexicanus) inhabits a highly unusual
sound environrrent for a passerine species.

The canponents of the

sound of rapidly flowing mountain streams typically are most intense
in frequency ranges less than 3-3 . 5kHz and in particular1 y loud
sections of stream, sounds are present to greater than 8kHz.

This

situation provides an interesting model for examining aspects of the
vocal ccmnunication system of the Americ.an Dipper and particular
vocal behaviors in relation to other passerines .

This study was

undertaken to gain infonnation on the vocal behavior of the Dipper
which rray be useful in elucidating interrelations arrcng environmental
factors, social systems , and vocalizations in the Dipper and other
species.

Hann (1950), Bakus (1959), Sullivan (1973), Price and Bock (1973),
Price (1975) and llorse (1979) have exami..'led aspects of t-he life history
and population biology of the Dipper.

There has been no previous

investigation of the vocal communication system of this aquatic
passerine.

The most canplete discussi ons of song are the flowing prose

of Muir (1894) and brief reports of singing behavior by E-llinger (1930)
and &lkus (1959).

The ccmnunication system and vocal behavior of an

aquatic passerine which must contend with a high degree of !:ackground
noise may provide pertinent insights into the evolution of cCl11l11l.ll1ication
systems of species which live in r.Dre typical environments.
Part I of this paper outlines the vocal ccmnunication system of
the Dipper .

It includes an analysis of the structure and context of

2

calls , a preliminary description of song structure and observations
of vocal behavior .

Part II focuses on vocal interactions between

parents and offspring and the particular behavior of Post-feeding
singir'lg (PFS) .

These factors are discussed in terms of adaptations to

the stream environment .

3

PARr I:

Va:::AL BEHAVIOR

4

HEI'HODS
Herein, the tenn 'Dipper' is used in reference to the American
Dipper.

The full carrron name of the European Dipper (Cinclus

cinclus) will be used in reference to that species.
A population of color- banded Dippers was observed fran April
1977 to Septanber 1978, with intensive observations concentrated

during ti1e 1977 and 1978 breeding seasons.

The study site tvas the

Logan River 12-18 km H.E. of Logan P.O. in Cache County, Utah , at
elevations of 1550-1630 m.

The Logan River is a permanently

flowing mountain stream which varies in width from 6 to 20 m and
which does not nonnally be=ne ice-covered .
V=alizations of Dippers were recorded using a Hagra III B tape
recorder and a 62 em fiberglass paral:olic reflector with an Altec
No. 633 microphone.

V=alizations were analyzed with a Kay Electric

Sound Spectrograph model 6061.

The !ugh level of background noise

and inaccessibility of sections of stream made the recording of

vocalizations impossible in many situations.

Sequences of behavior

were filmed at 50 frames per second with a 16 rnn Bolex Hl6 SPH
camera with a 16 to 100 rnn zoan lens (Vario-Switar 100 POE) .
The length of calls on the sonagrams was measured using the
millimeter scale of a ruler.

to values in milliseconds.

The measurenents were then converted
Greenewalt (1968) reported that the

minimum time difference detectable by birds was approximately
0.5 msec.

Thus, I felt the values measured (1 rnn = approximately

7 msec) were d iscernible by Dippers.

The values for frequency

5
range of call notes were obtained for a subset of the notes .
Frequency was measured by placing a transparent scale divi ded into
0. 5kHz intervals atop the sonagram sheets .

to the nearest 0. 5 kHz .
analyses .

Values \o>ere measured

Wide band sonagrams were used in both

At least two narrow band sonagrams were made of each

type of call in order to oonfirm the validity of frequency
rreasurements obtained fran narrow band sonagrams.

A t - test

(Sakal and Rohlf 1969) was used to make canparisons between the
mean lengths of t..'1e calls.
Breeding Biology
Di ppers are monamor?hic and have a dull, grey colored plumage .
They are generally monogamous, although incidences of polygyny have
been observed (Price and Bock 1973 , F'ite unpub . ).

bonds are formed .

IDng-term pair

Bot..'1 rrernbers of a pair build t.f-)e nest.

'Ihe

female alone i ncubates eggs (1 6 days) and broods the nestling s (2325 days) (Sullivan 1973 , Hann 1950, Fite unpub . ) .

During t.f-)e latter

part of t.f-)is period , the rrale rarely enters the nes:t.

On the IDgan

River , nest building activities begin in late /larch, egg- laying
amnences in early April, and the first ymmg fledge during the
first week in May.

The fledgling period is typically 2 1veeks

(Sullivan 1973), a l though in sane instances !Jarental care continues
for a

fe~-1

rrore days.

in early Jul y .

Young Dippers frcrn the se=nd clutches f l edge

Both mal es and females participate in feeding

t..'1e young t.f-)roughout the nestling and fledgling periods.

After

6

cessation of parental care , young birds apparently begin to
disperse fran the natal area , alt.l}ough this is an aspect of
behavior aOOUt Hhi ch little is known .

7

RESULTS

Analysis of Calls of the Dipper
This section focuses on the structural characteristics of
calls and b'1e contexts in which they are given.

A call is a SOllild

of short and simple structure (Nottebohn 1975) .

A call series is

a group of s:imilar calls which are separated fran one another by
shcrt intervals .

The adult Dipper has four structurally distinct

types of calls, referred to here as the Jili, Weep, Grawk and
Distress calls.

The Weep call is given only by females whereas

all otb.er calls are delivered by adult birds of l::oth sexes.

Host

calls of nestlings and fledglings are given in the context of
tegging .

Calls of nestlings and fledglings are referred to here

as Beg and Chip calls .
Jih call
The Jih call (Figure ld-f, Figure 2a, d, e) is ti>e vocalization
which is rrost crnmonly associated wit.l-:t the Dipper (ti1e Jigic call of
Ehinger 1930).

The duration is sh:lrt (x = 46 msec, Table 1) and the

main energy canponent is between 4 . 0 and 5. 5kHz (Fi gure 5) .

The

frequency range of a single call may range fran 0.5 to 2.0kHz .

The

Jih call may l:.e given singly witi1 long (>1 sec) intervals between
calls, or be repeated many times (maximum mznber of consecutive
repetitions i 11. a call series = 17 repetitions within 1.60 sec) with
short inter- call intervals (x = 5 msec).

~

to five repetitions of

Tabl e l.

Length of calls of adul t and young Dippers .

No . of

Call

calls

M2an

duration
(msec)

S.D .
(msec)

Range of
lengths
(msec)

Median
(msec)

Jih - all

82

46.0

19 . 3

(14-lOJ )

39

Grawk - to Uedglinqs

32

87.5

30 . 1

(43-1 59)

85

l3

81. 7

40 . 1

(29-145)

72

7

102.4

12 . 2

(80-ll6)

105

' 'leep - long

62

204 .0

73.7

(65- 434)

206

h'eep - short

18*

146 . 6

Beg - l ong

45

197 .0

54 . 6

(65-275)

198

Beg - short

54

85 .5

14.4

(58-1119)

81

352.8**

93.1

(217-520)

340

GravJk -

to nestlings

Cncawk - adult overlap

Chip-beg

8

* Overlap bebveen 1'/eep- short calls occurroo , thus values were obtainoo fran groups of calls.
There was very little variation in the length or spacing of this call.
**Measuranent of the beg portion of call alone .

00

9

Table 2.

T- test values for comparisons of differences between
lengths of calls .

cans

d .f

calc . t

p

Jih vs . Grawk - fledgling

112

8 . 88

0 . 005

Grawk- fledglings vs. Gr awknestling

43

0.59

0.05

Beg- long vs. Beg- short

97

14 . 11

0. 005

Beg- long vs. Chip- beg

51

4.88

0. 005

18

2 . 01

0 . 05

105

1.54

0 . 05

Gra~Jk-over lap

vs. Grawlc.-

flerlgling
Weep- long vs . Beg- long

10

Calls:
a.

2 Long-beg (F), series of Grawk (A), 1 Long-beg (F)

b.

2 Grawk (A)

c.

2 Long- beg (F) , 3 Grawk (A) , 1 Long- beg (F)

d.

2 Grawk (A), Grawk (A) and Long-beg (F) overl ap , 3 Long-beg (F), 1 Jih (A)

e.

3 Jih-Q"awk (A) intennediates , 1 JD1 (A)

f.

1 Long- beg (F), 2 JD1-Q"awl; intennediates , 3 wng- beg (F)

g.

Jih-Q"awk intennediates

Figure 1.

Call s g iven by the same adult fenale before feedings of a fledgling
(F = fledgling, A = adult) .
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Calls:
a.

J ih series (17 notes) - fenale

b.

Grawk - at nest before feeding nestlings - fenale

c.

Song of same bird as (b), containing Gra;ik-like notes - fenale

d.

Weep series - 2 indistinct IDng l·leep - fenale
4 Short

~ps

- fa.1ale, l intenne:liate - fenale, 2 IDng-VIeeps - fenale

IDng-1-leep - fenale overlapped by 3 Jih - male, 2 IDng-1-ieep - fenale
3 Jih - male
e.

Weep series - 5 Jih - male, 2 IDng-1'/eep - fenale, Short-1'/eep series grading
into IDng-1\leep (fer.ale) .

Note nestling v=alizations between 7 and 8KH

interval between 3 . 5 and 4 sec) .

Figure 2.

Jih , Grawk and 1\leep calls of adults
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Calls (all except c are calls of f l edglings) :
a.

long-beg series

b.

Soort-beg series

c.

Chip-gi ven by nestling as adult flew by

d.

Chip - in flight

e.

Chip - beg

f.

Prolonged long-beg

g.

long- beg

Short-beg <luring feeding, followed by long- beg

h.

long- beg

Slnrt-beg, 3 long- beg by sibling, 2 Soort-beg, 1 long- beg

i.

Rattle call of Belted Kingfisher given during flight

Figure 3 .

Calls of young Dippers.
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a)

2 Distress call series of female Dipper who was captured during the incubation period.

b)

2 Jih call series of an individual showing variation in frequency within a call series .

c)

Song given by an adult fEm3.lc Dipper (extending over 2 sonagrams).

Figure 4.

Distress calls, Jih call series, and adult song.
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Pigure 5.

Frequency intervals of calls. Frequency values are plotted
inclusively fran minimum to maximum value for each call
at intervals of 0. 5kHz .
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the call frequently oc= with short inter-call intervals (Figure
2d , e), separated fran other vocalizations by longer intervals .
Differences ill length and frequency are often present arrong individual

Jih calls ill the call series (Figure 2a).
The number of calls ill a call series appears to be related to t.lle
context .

The

con~~ts

ill which resident adult 9ippers give this call

are during:
1)

a flight, with no obvious external st.imulus , fran one

location to another wit.'lln the territory.

A single Jih or two to five

repetitions of the call are separated fran other repetitions by much
longer intervals (typically >1 sec);
2)

a flight or ITDvernent away fran an observer or while a bird is

ITOnitoring the presence of an observer.

Repetitions of the call with

two or ITOre closely spaced repetitions are typical.

Vigorous dipping

accanpanies rrovenent away from or initial aiM'l.reness of an observer;
3)

an approach to the vicinity of a rrate by a bird returning after

an absence.

Characteristics of the call are s imilar to those ill (2) .

After arrival, only a few short call series oc=;
4)

an approach beb-.een rrates which are foraging , preening , etc .

c l ose to one another .
g iven.

One or two groups of repeated Jih calls are

They are usually associated with short-distance spatial dis-

placenent of an individual by its rrate;
5)

t.'le feeding of fledglings or nestlings as part of the vocal

interactions which rray precede or follow t.'J.e transfer of food (Figure
la-g) as discussed later ;
6)

a territorial encounter.

The call is given by a resi dent

21
bird which has sightEd a conspecific trespassing in or near the
resident's territory , and during confrontations and flight chases
of intruders.

loud repetitions of Jih call series are given, at

times continuing for several minutes; and
7)

the presence of an avian or marrrnalian predator within the

territory during the nestling and fledgling periods .
stri dently and continuously repeated.

The Jih call is

!?.outs of Ji11 call series (2-5

calls per series) greater than 3 minutes in duration have been observed .
The Jih call appears to l.Je associated with a change in t..'le
external stimulus situation of the bird and may indicate a rroderat e
to extreme state of arousal.

During territorial encounters and

intrapair interactions l:x:lth singing (discussed elsewhere) and the Jih
call are emitted .
Grawk call
The Grawk call (Figure lb-g) is given when tw::> Dippers are in close
physical proximity .

The mean length (88 msec) of tllis call is alm::>st

twice tl1at of the Jih call and the range of frequencies is wider
(Tables 1 and 2, Figure 5) .

The main energy C011f0nents of the Grawk

' call are at a lower frequency (3. 0- 4 . 5kHz ) tlla.n tl10se of the Jih call.
The contexts in which tllis call is observed in interactions between
adult birds are during:
1)

nest building.

The call is given when a bird arrives at the

nest site or enters the nest \vhile its mate is already present.

The

Grawk oc=s when the birds are <0 . 3 m apart;
2)

feeding of nestlings .

It oc=s

~men

a bird is perched at the

22

nest entrance and a second parent flies to the entrance and also
attempts to feed nestlings.

Birds are <0.3 m apart and may l:e in

physical contact when the Grawk call oc=s; and
3)

physical contact l:etween resident birds of bot...'-1 sexes and

territorial intruders.

In confrontations at v.ti:Jden bridge and rock

cliff roost sites, non-resident birds have been observed flying up to
roost.

A resident perceiving the presence of the intruder may force-

fully rerrove the intruder fran t...'le roost.

Physical contact often

results in both birds tumbling into the water.
occur during the skirmish.

The Gravik call may

Loud Jih calls are frequently e:Utted in

the fligl'.t cl1ase which ensues.
The Grawk call is also given during interactions l:etween adults
and you11g when an adult:

l)

appears at the nest entrance with food.

The adult may give

one to t11ree Grawk calls and t11e nestlings respond with begging calls;
2)

approaches a fledgling l:efore feeding or, occasionally, rroves

away after feeding.

Here the Grawk call may l:e interspersed wit11

tJ;.e

adults' Jih calls and the Long- beg calls of the fledgling (Figure l).
It oc=s as the parent continues to forage or suWue prey
the fledgling .

<2

m fran

In particular, adults give Grawks when they successfully

obtain food and turn toward the fledgling, when an approaching adult is
directly in front of the fledgling, and also l:euveen multiple deliveries
of food from a single l:eakful.

In one instance 1vhere a fledgling

appeared to beg weakly (possibly due to lack of food resulting fran the
loss of the !l'ale parent late in the nestling period), the female
approaching with food =nsistently uttered Grawk calls;

23
3)

is perched inactively or is preening and is approached by a

persistently begging fledgling.
adults gave

t.~

Representative instances in which

Grawk call were in response to the close approach

(<.01 m) and begging of a fledgling to a perched adult, and also to

the continuous begging (>5 min) directed at a preening adult by three
Adults also were seen on four separate occasions to peck

fledglings.

at the head of and Grmvk at a loudly begging fledgling which was
harassing than as they attenpted to preen or perch.

Thus, adults which

were confronted by begging young responded with Grawk calls, Jih calls,
song (see discussion of Fledgling-elicited singing), or silence which
was at times followed by the departure of

~~

adult.

Grawk calls are heard only during close interactions with conspecifics.

Throughout most of the year, with the possible exception of

the period when young are present, the Ji,'l call is by far the predaninant call of the Dipper.
Weep call
The \-Jeep call (Figure 2d , e) is given only by adult fanale Dippers
when eggs or nestlings are present.

heard emitting the call were fanales .

All of the eight individuals
On all occasions the male was

present near the nest and wit.'lln the range of visual or auditory
perception by

~'le

f611ale.

The Weep is given during the brooding of

nestlings and periods of overlap

beb~

adults in feeding nestlings.

After the fanale ceases regular brooding of nestlings, the 1\'eep call
oc=s only when both birds are present in the vicinity of

~'le

nest .

In

14 hours of observation of 265 feedings by four pairs during the first
and second weeks of the nestling period, the hleep call was given by ~'le
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female 84 of t he 84 occasions when she was brcxx:ling tile young as the
male arriva:l.

In 18 instances where roth birds \vere present outside

but in the :imnerliate vicinity of the nest , t..'"le occurrence of vocalizations was as follows :
alone - 3 .

vleep alone - 9, Song and vJeep - 6, aru.1 Song

The vJeep call al.rrost invariably occurs in this context,

whereas the Grawk and Jih calls, which are given prior to the feeding
of nestlings and fledglings , are less consistent in occurrence.
As smwn in Figure 2d, e, the Long- \"=ep call grades into the

higher frequency Short- \'1eep call which is given by

t..~e

nest during focrl transfer by the male to the nestlings.

fE!'i1a.le fran the
This is the

only time when the Smrt- \Ve:p is emitta:l .
Other call types
Di stress call s (Figure 4a) and sp:>radic singing were given by
adult birds captura:l in nets.

Handling may increase the anount and

loudness of these vocalizations .

Birds of roth sexes gave Distress

calls , rut calls were not given by a1l individuals .
context in which Distress calls were heard.

This is the only

The Dis tress call bears a

number of similarities to intense Jih calls, but appears to

ee

structur-

ally dissimilar to call s given by a number of other species in
corresponding situations, i . e . , the Squeal and Scream notes of the
carolina Chickadee (Parus carolinensis) (Smith 1972) and Distress- type
calls of the Black- heada:l Grosbeak (Pheucticus melanocephalus)

(G .

Ritchison, pers. ccmn.) .
Anot..~

possible type of call or song elenent that is possibly

distinct is emitta:l during high flight chases of intruders by resident
birds .

In typical low flight chases, tv.c Di~s follow the stream
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course, usually at a height of 5 to 15

~

above the stream, occasional-

l y cutting across bends or looping a few meters away from the stream's
edge.

The birds are generally very close (<.5rn) during these flights

but at times are separated by greater distances.

Cccasionally three

birds are involved, with one individual (the rnate of the bird rrost
closely in pursuit) lagging l-2

~behind

Jih-calling occur during these chases.
observed near dusk.

'IWo

the other t:loJO.

Singing and

High flight chases were only

birds w:mld disappear fran view in a tandem

close low flight chase and witllin a minute w:mld reappear high (>40
overhead and "NOuld be separated by distances of <2m.

~)

Single

chirp-like vocalizations with 1-2 second intervals between repetitions
were heard.

No recordings of these vocalizations were obtained, due

to their unpredictable occurrence and the height of t.}je birds.

It is

possible that the chirp-like calls are a sanewhat higher frequency
version of the Jih call.

In no ot.}jer situations were Dippers seen

at similar heights above the stream.
Vocalizations of Nestlings
and Fledglings
The begging vocalizations of nestlings and fledglings are graded
vocal signals (sensu t1arler 1967).

They are cc:rnronly variable in

duration and slight variations in frequency occur.

Intergradation

exists bet:\'-'=en types of calls (see Figure 3g, h, IDng-beg anc'. Shortbeg transition).

are

oo tted

The t:\oJO endpoint calls, t.}je IDng-beg and Short-beg,

at different points in a feeding encounter.

Short-beg call (Figure 3g, h) - This call occurs when an adult
with food is close (<1 m), is directly facing a fledgling and t.he
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transfer o f food appears to be :imninent.

Occasionally , adults wit.l-t

pr ey items turn toward fledglings, thus eliciting t.he SrDrt- beg c all,
but then turn away and do not :imnErliately transfer the food .

Short-beg

calls then grade into Long-beg calls .

As the adult again approaches

the fledgling, Short- beg calls occur.

This is particularly the case

when adults continue to subdue fish and other large prey items .
Long-beg call (Figure la , c, d , f and Figure 3a, g , h) - This
call is given by a fledgling when it detects an approaching adult.

It

may continue throughout the tine that an adult is pr esent in the
vicinity of a fledgling.

It precedes the Short-beg call in a feeding

encounter and may a lso follow feeding if the adult remains nearby .
(The absence of t.l-tis call d uring PFS is discussed in Part 2 . )
Infrequently a few Long- beg calls were e l1cited by ·the rapid passing
of other avian species or the advent of a sibling.

The mean length

of the Long- beg call is twice that of the Short-beg call (Table 1) and
there is a greater variation in the length of the Long- beg call
(65- 275 rnsec) canpared with the Short- beg (58 - 109 rnsec) .

Although I

have no quantitative data to suppcrt this, it appears that l onger
Long- beg calls occur when the adult is at a greater distance from the
fledgling.

Also, when tv.D fledglings are located close together , an

unfed s i bling (which is farther from the adult) emits l onger Long-beg
calls .
Chip-beg call - This call (Figure 3b , c) is structurally equivalent to a Long- beg call except that it is preceded by a Chip and is of
greater duration (X = 352 . 8 rnsec) .

It may be emitted by a distant

fledgling while a sibling is being fed or after feeding when the
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adult is at a greater distance.
C.!Up call - d1ip calls (Figure 2c, d) were first detected in
young birds during the third week of tl1e nestling period.

Active

nestlings peered from the nest , detected adults flying by, and gave
dllp calls.

Fl edgl ings anitted dllp-like calls (and also calls which

structural ly resemble indistinct Jih cal ls) before flying or during
rrovement to a new location .
The calls given by nestling Dippers are associated with the
presence of adult birds near the nest .

During the first few days of

the nestling period, soft calls (Figure 2e) given during feeding are
the only sounds heard f r om young Dippers .
the loud Heep calls of the fenale.

They are easily msked by

During the second week of the

nestling period, the calls of nestlings were heard preceding,
accompanying, and innediately following the transfer of food.

These

calls are similar to IDng and Short- beg calls of fledglings, and are
always given in corresponding contexts.
Preliminary Analysis of the Song
of the Di pper
Song as discussed here is consi dered to be a series of long and
sustained vocal izations (Nottebohm 1975).

The salient characteristics

of the song of the adult Dipper are much variation in note type and
the serial repetition of notes .

lJo structural differ ences between

the songs of rrales and females have been detected .

The songs of

roth sexes appear to be equally varied and ccrnplex.
The main ccr.p:>nent s of the structural variability of the song of
the Dipper are the many dissimilar note types and the contrast in
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structure and frequency

be~

successive note types in a song

(Figure 4c an:l Part 2 , Figure ll) .
The long r,otes (shown in Part 2, Figure ll) , whose pulse- like
structural elenents resenble frequency-modulated tcnes (Marler 1969)
are ccmron e l ements in the song .
vertical canponent s and

t.~e

Much vari ation in the number of

length of the silent intervals exists arrong

notes of this type, incl uding tl:ose within the same song or consecutive songs of an indivi dual.

Vocalizations similar in structure and

frequency tc Jih and Grawk call s occur as notes wi thin songs
(Figure 2c) .

Notes with hanronics occur infrequently in the song.

The repetition of notes (as shown in Figure 4b and Part 2 ,
Figure ll) i s present in all songs v,hlch have

t.~us

far been analyzed.

As yet , I have not been able to detennine any speci f i c pattern tc the
number of repetiti ons of notes , wi th the possible exception of the
portions of two consecutive songs of a female Di pper indicated in
Appendix B.

Unlike the scrnetirres uneven spacing betv.een repetitions

of grouped Jih calls , intervals

be~

within a phrase are equal in duration .

repeated notes of song
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DISCUSSION
Discussion of Possible Adaptations of Vocalizations
to the Stream Environment
The flawing water of rrountain streams provides a constant
o:xnponent of background noise for both the signaler and receiver of
rressages.

vl:lthin any section of stream the level of noise is variable,

ranging in intensity from barely perceptible to thunderously loud,
depending on
flow.

G~e

physical characteristics of the streambed and water

I am aware of no studies which describe the characteristics of

auditory signals which would enhance transmission and reception of
rressages in the stream environment, wi t.J-, the possible exception of a discussion by Schleidt (1973) to be considered later . However, Henwood and
Fabrick (1979) discuss mechanisms of sound attenuation and various
abiotic and biotic factors which may influence a species ' evolutionary choice
of the structure of vocalizations and associated behavioral displays.
'Ihe noise of the stream appears to be rrost intense on sonagrams
at frequencies <3.0-3 . 5kHz.
solely of lower frequency

No calls of the Di pper are o:xnposed

e leP.~ents

and i nstead are sounds \vhose main

energy cCi'lp)nents are between 4 and 5kHz (Grawk approximately 4kHz, Jih
approximately 5kHz, IDng 1\Teep approxi.'!B.tely 4l<Bz, Short <•Jeep approxiMately 5- 6kHz) (see Table 5).
background noise of the stream.

Calls are higher in frequency than the
The emphasized frequency and minimum

frequency of calls are higher than those given by !·lorton (1975) for
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low level for est species (x = 2. 2kHz ) but are within
range which he found for edge (x

= 4 . 1kHz )

G~

intermediate

and grassland (x

= 4 . 5kHz )

species.
An examination of the vocalizations of avian species wbich

frequently occur along streams may provide an array of the evolutionary
solutions to the l::ackground noise of the stream.

In a diScussion of

stream- adapted birds R.I. Orenstein (pers. crnm.) contends that the
vocalizations of aquatic passerines tend to be whistle-like calls of
a high frequency.

The vocalizations of ducks which have adapted to a

riverine existence are similarly described as being high-pitched and
whistle-like (Y\ffir 1971).

Skutch (1960) corrrnents on the similar

'clear, ringing quality' of the vocalizations of Riverside 1-lrens
(ThyroG':lorus sanibadius), Buff-rumped l'?arblers (Easileuteris fulvicauda),
and American Dippers.

There are no available sonagrams for comparisons

of vocalizations arrong these other stream-adapted passerine species .
Meml:ers of one other family of birds, the Kingfishers
(Alcedinidae), are highly adapted to streams and rivers.

The most

conspicuous call, the Rattle call (Figure 3) of the Belted Kingfisher
(Hegaceryle alcyon), bears structural similarities to both the Jih
and Grawk calls of the Dipper (see Figure 3i) .

The errphasized

frequency range of this call (2-4 kHz) is lower than that of calls of
G':le Dipper.

This difference may perhaps be attributed to factors

such as greater height (and thus greater distance from a possible
source of l::ackground noise) fran which the call of the Kingfisher is
typically emitted (see

Hen~.DOd

and Fabrick 1979).

Marler (1955) stated G':lat calls which are most easily located are
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segmented or repetitive, with carponent notes or parts of short
duration, are of relatively low frequency, and J:egin

and

end distinctly.

Songs which are most easily l=ate:i have a wide frequency spectrum
and are rich in sudden changes of frequency.

Kryter (1970, Potash

1972) found that repetition of I'.Drds increased detectability by
human subjects.

The short duration and distinct structure of w.dividual

Jih calls, as well as tJJ.e repetitive nature of grouped Jih calls,

correspond wit_!) tr.e predicted characteristics of a call which i s used
in contexts where the signaler is corrmunicating its presence over a
distance.

The characteristics of the song of the Dipper appear to be

an integration of those whic!J. enhance locatabilit:y in both calls and
songs.

The repetition of individual calls which l:egin and end

distinctly is similar to the pattern for easily located calls.

Also,

the structure of sane individual notes in song (Figure 4c) has similar
characteristics and covers a wide frequency range.

The ccmbination of

notes within the song results in contrasts in both structure and
frequency bet.-.Ben consecutive note types.
Schleidt (1973), in a discussion of stereotypy and cmrplexity of
key signs use:i in anirral ccrnmunication, listed three ways selection
could operate to make a s ignal contrast with ambient noise.
were to:

1)

increase its intensity, 2)

prorrote stereotypy, and 3)

These

re:iuce its variability, i.e.,

increase its cmrplexity, i.e. , include

several elerents which may thEmselves fom a pattern .
The follcwing is an examination of Schleidt' s hypot.11eses in
relation to the v=alizations of the Dipper:
1)

Variations in intensity do exist among individual calls of
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eac h type (Figure la, C-<J, Figure 2a , d , e , and Figure 3a , g , h ) or
arrong groups of repeated calls.

It is a lso my subjective impression

that birds v ocalizing in particularly noisy, tumbling sections of a
stream increase the loudness of calls or songs, although the Jih
call is quite loud anyway.

Potash (1972) found that ambient noise

caused Japanese quail (Coturnix coturnix) to raise the intensity and
rate of crowing and increase the length of a bout of crowing.

As

discussed in Part 2, the intensity of the begging v=alizations and
displays of fledglings may have been selectively favored as a response
to both the background auditory noise and constant visual "noise " of

the IIDtion of the stream.
2) and 3)

A very limited numl::er of structurally distinct types

of calls are present.

The Jih call is enployed in o.n especially wide

range of situations, in ccrnparison to t.l-)e larger numl::er of calls which
are fowrl in IIDSt other species (see ibttebohn 1975 and Bremond 1968) .
~ver

stereotypy is not present within the Jih , Grawk, Weep and Beg

call types .

If the variation present within a call type or the

changes in intensity or frequency within a call series are interpreted
as l:eing an increase in the patterned ccmplexity of the signal, then
Schleidt ' s third proposition is supported .
The repetition of notes wit.l-)in the song of the Dipper may increase
the chances of detection of a signal by a receiver in a high-noise
environment.

In instances where the signal-to- noise ratio of the

environment increases, the detectability of a signal will increase if
the signal is repeated (Schleidt 1973).
The cocktail party effect (as descril:ed in Busnel and Mebes 1976)
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is a familiar human psycholCXJical phenorrenon wherein one TIBY effectively tune in to one conversation amid a high degree of background
noise of a similar band of sound.

Busnel and !lebes (1976) found that

Lovebirds (Agapornis roseicollis) distinguished vocalizations of their
mates above loud background noise composed of scrambled vocalizations
of conspecifics.

Busnel (1977) considered the idea t hat an animal

must have the capacity to perceive a communicat ory signal and extract
it fran randcn background noise .

Perhaps selective perception of

cornmunicatory signal s by a signal receiver is r.ore efficiently
acccrnplished wi th this a uditory "search image" , or preferential
!'Dtivation, if only a limited number of possibilities exist .

This

rray explain why the Jih call of the Di pper occurs in a broad range of
circumstances , since the potential receiver needs only one auditory
"search image'" to sel ectivel y cue on t.'lis species- specific
vocalization occurring against the background noise of the stream.
It is possible that the ambient vocal and visual "noise " of the
stream environment has result ed in an evolutionary convergence in
vocal (Jih call) and visual (dipping , blinJring) si<]!1als characterized
by regularly repeated canponents of short duration .
Cbm[.>arison of the calls of the Dipper
to Those of other Passerine
Species
I am not aware of any study which deals with the vocalizations
of other Cincl ids, or which provides a compr ehensive

Sllr'JeY

of the

repertoire of calls of species in r elated families such as !limids or
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\ifrens .

In general , a ccrnparison with ot.l-)er passerine species for

>vhan an extensive analysis of calls is available, i.e., the European
Robin (Erithacus rul::ecula)

(BrBTDnd 1968), carolina Chickadee (Parus

carolinensis) (Smith 1972), and Canary (Serinus canarius)

(~h.llligan

and Olsen 1969) reveals tllat the calls of the Dipper:
l)

are fev.Br in number (with the exception of the European

Robin which has a similar number of calls).
2)

are canposed of elenents which occupy a middle range of

frequencies (3 t o 6 kHz ) with few extrenes in frequency present.
l'i'i thin this range, the calls tend to cover a wide range of frequencies .
3)

have structural cllaracteristics which facilitate their

detectability and locatibility, i.e., calls which begin and end
indistinctly are not present, in contrast to many calls of the
Canary and European Robin.

4)
the

l~p

are g i ven by both males and females (>vit.l-) the exception of
call of the female Dipper) .

This is not true of rrost calls of

the Canary .

5)

are graded vocal signals.

The calls of the carolina Chickadee

and European Robin have not been described as graded vocal signals,

although it is evident fran the published sonagrarns that variation in
individual calls is present.

The courtship call of the Canary has been

described as graded.

Nbt all of the cllaracteristics of the calls of Dippers are
adaptations peculiar to the stream envirornnent.

Ho"'"ver, when viewed

together they may fom a suite of cllaracteristics which have been
selectively f avored as a r esult of their !1'aXimization o f the efficiency
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of vocal ccrrrnunication in such an environment.

They are few in number ,

relatively s:inlJle in structure, are CClTifOsed of a fairly wide range
of frequencies within the 3 to 6 kHz range, and begin and
distinctly.

em

The constraints of signal transnission within the habitat

may have influenced the evolution of a vocal system employing limited
types of signals.

Such a situation could have contributed to the

evolution of a graded vocal system, in which variations in a limited
number of call types greatly expands the potential arrount of infonration
which can be transnitted \nth efficiency.
Possible Crnrnunicatory Role of Dipping
The dipping rrotion results fran a flexing and straightening of
the legs which rroves the J:ody in a vertical plane (Sullivan 1973) and
is typically accarpanied by a downward tail flick.

It is characterized

by repetitiveness of regular rroverents of soort duration.

Dipping is

often accentuated during interactions with conspecifics and in response

to stimuli perceived as dangerous.

Dipping does not typically occur

during perching (in the absence of arousing stimuli) , preening and
singing.
Dipping is a graded behavior with variations in intensity and
accarpanying rrovements.

The continuum of dipping behavior (fran mild

to extreme states of arousal) is :
dipping (of increasing vertical intensity) -+ dipping and slight
wing flick -+dipping and extreme wing flick.
Behavior associated with roosting is illustrative.

Before flying up
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to the same r=st site, l:oth residents and intruders dip with
increasing intensity, then give slight wing flicks while dipping and
finally give extreme wing flicks and dips immediately preceding flight
to roost.

Birds preparing to roost are silent.

In cases of territorial intrusion, intruders tend to dip more

intensely than do residents and t.l-)e intensity of the dipping display
irlcreases as confrontation approaches .

Jih calls very frequently

accanpany dipping during territorial interactions with conspecifics.
Although dipping rray be directly linked to particular states of
arousal, it may also be perceived as a signal which functions in
territorial advertisement, since in rrany sections of stream, birds
which are d ipping on midstream rocks or l ogs nay be visually conspicuous
at greater distances than they are vocally detectable.
often been observed using such locations .

Birds have

Steiger (1940) and Creutz

(1966) have also speculated that dipping rray serve an intraspecific
communicative function.
The blinking of the white upper eyelid rray also have corrmunicatory
significance during close-range interactions with conspecifics in
dark nesting or roosting areas.

It too is a regular, repetitive

movement of short duration which is visible to a human observer

aver distances of a fe<.v meters.

It is possible tbat selection has

favored the evolution of similar signals (dipping, blinking) of
regularly repeated CallpQnents of short duration.

In observations of

b irds in at least one situation (adults which were preparing to
deliver food to nestlings), blinking coincided with the lowest vertical
position of the dipping motion.
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Contexts of Calls
Morton (1977) elaborated on rrotivation-structural rules for
sounds used in aninal cc:mmmication (first pro):Osed by Collias 1960)
l:ased on the assumption th3.t the underlying rrotivation of a sound is
relected in its structure.

Harsh, low-frequency sounds will l:e used

in hostile encounters while tonal, high-frequency sounds will l:e used
in fearful or appeasing contexts.

How do the calls of the Dipper

correS]:Ond to these suggested rules?
The Ji.,'l call oc=s in a number of contexts, fran lone calls
Emitted during flight l:ebveen foraging areas to many repetitions
given during intensive territorial encounters.

Generally, the

variation in call series may l:e indicative of a degree (mild to
extreme) of arousal or excitement of the bird.

The harsher, lower-

frequency Grawk call oc=s in situations of close physical proximity
bebveen conspecifics and may represent a rrore aggressive motivation
than the Jih call.

Both calls coincide with the type of vocalization

which w::>uld be atJected i..r1 an aggressive, non-flocking species .
Singing followed by loud, rapid repetitions of the Jih call accanpanies
coplilation.
These calls occur and occasionally co-oc= (Figure ld-g) in a
context of feeding of tl1e young .

Both call types may function as part

of a dynamic vocal interchange l:ebveen adults and fledglings.

One

consequence of their occurrence in these contexts is that young birds
gain ex):Osure in a social context to a variety of gradations of signals.
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tbtivational differences among occu=ences of Jih and Grawk
calls rray be represented by changes in t.l-Je intensity of the calls
and the number of repetitions of each call , and patterns of changes

in frequency betv..een repeated notes .
The tonal quality of the higher-frequency l•leep and Beg calls is
consistent '-'lith the predicted quality of calls >ihich 1\Duld be used in
appeasing contexts or in an attempt to elicit closer approach by the
receiver of the message.
The lone cl-Jirp notes given during high flight chases may be
indicative of an uncertain state of the adult bird vihi ch is ' out of
its element .'
Similarity of the !-Jeep and
Begging calls
The \'Jeep call of the female Dipper is similar to the begging
v=alizations of nestlings and fledglings in the following ways:
1)

Distinct IDng and Short call types exist in each .

The

stimulus vihich elicits the Short l'leep is irrrninent transfer of food
between the male parent and the young and that \vhich elicits t.l-Je
Short Beg is imninent transfer of food between eit.l-Jer parent and
the young.
2)

The

T'18ail

length of the lDng calls (\veep - 204 rnsec vs. Beg -

197 msec) is quite similar and is not significantly different at the
. OS level (Table 2) .

lDng l'leep and IDng Beg calls have a greater

variation in length and structure than do Short calls.
3) IDng calls of each are ccrnparatively lower frequencies than
Short calls.

The frequency ranges of each type

of begging call are
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sanewhat similar although Beg calls of each type are of higher
frequency (Figure 2 and 3).

The main sound energy (Figure 5) of

these calls is found in the following frequency ranges:
Long Weep

4 - 4. 5 kHz

Long Beg

4.5 - 5.0kHz

Short Weep 5.0 - 6.5 kHz
Slnrt Beg
4)
food.

Long calls

6. 0 - 7 .;) kHz

=

roth preceding and following the transfer of

Intergradation between Long and Short calls can oc= in these

instances.
5)

Short calls always accanpany the transfer of food and are

given by all females and nestlings.

In roth instances Long calls

oc= only in situations where the female (Heep) or fledgling (Beg) is
aware that feeding will socn oc=.
Since the Weep call is quite loud and could lead to the detection
of the nest and adult birds by predators, it can be assumed that this
call must give sane selective advantage to females who enit it.

There

are a number of possible explanations for the striking similarities
between the Weep and Begging calls.
1)

The Weep call may:

aid in reinforcenent of the pair rond.

Begging calls of

female birds have been described in other species, in particular the
begging vocalizations associated with courtship feeding in the Paridae
(Royama 1966).

Thielcke (1970) presented sonagrams of the begging

calls of a faoale Great Tit (Parus major), given before hatching in
response to the presence of the male, and of the begging calls of
nearly fledged young.

The calls are similar in length, frequency
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range and structure .

Also, an explanation for the functional signifi-

cance of these calls is that the begging call of the fanale

tc 'appease' the male and reinforce the pair l::x:Jnd.

fw~ctions

Since the female

Dipper gives the Weep call before, during and after feeding when "b'le
male may be rrore than 10 m away, it does not appear tc function mainly
in this way.

Wing fluttering is an integral part of tile begging

display of fledglings but does not accmpany Weep-calling.
2)

elicit courtship feeding by the male (Royama 1966) •

Since

courtship feeding occurs very infrequently, and was never observed
after hatching occurred, tl1is \\Ullld appear tc be only a minor function
of begging in the Dipper.

There is evidence that the begging vocaliza-

tions of young birds act as a strong stimulus for eliciting both intraand interspecific feeding behavior by parent birds.

In cases of inter-

specific feeding behavior, f·lale House Wrens (Troglodytes aedon} have
been reported feeding nestlings of other species (Royall and PilJ..rrore

1968), and Mountain Chickadees (Parus gambeli) have been observed

feeding nestling Williamson Sapsuckers (Sphyrapicus throideus) (Russell
1947).

Frye (in Smith 1977) reported a case of interspecific vocal

mimicry in which the vocalizations of a single nestling Greater
Honeyguide (Indicator indicator), a brood parasite, sound like an
entire brood of the host African Bee eater (Meropidae) nestlings (no
species name is given by Smith) .

The Greater Honeyguide can elicit

feeding not only fran t11e foster parents but also frcm neighboring Bee
eaters.

Grey 1\Tagtails (!lotacilla cinerea} and the European Dipper

(Cinclus cinclus} lave similar iabitat and nesting preferences and
nests of the l:Y.D species often may be located close tc one another.
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Tyler (1972) reported that a pair of Grey Wagtails whose own nestlings
had died, had been observed feeding nearby Dipt:er nestlings, and Shaw
(1978) noted that a pair of European Dipt:ers was observed feeding
Grey Wagtail nestlings at a site where the active nests of both species
faced one another across a 9 m wide stream.

Since the Wagtail is a

cavity nester, it is likely that the vocalizations of the young Wagtails
initially attracted the Dipt:ers to the Wagtail nest.

This provides

evidence that in a species which is closely related to the American
Dipper , begging vocalizations may act as a powerful stimulus to elicit
feeding by adult birds .
The Paridae have been the subject of the most extensive investifation of begging vocalizations associated with courtship feeding.
MJrley (1949)

(in Royama 1966) found that the frequency of courtship

feeding by the male Marsh Tit (Parus palustris) in=eased sharply when
egg-laying and the intense begging by the fanale began.

Royama (1966)

also felt that the onset of the feeding activity of the male Great
Tit (Parus major) could have been triggered by intense begging of the
fenale, although he found no co=elation between intensive begging by
the fanale and rate of feeding by the male .

Although the information

fran the Paridae deals with begging associated with courtship feeling ,
it does provi de sane evidence that begging by femal es may play a rol e
in eliciting feeding behavior by the male.
The greatest frequency of occurrence of the 'Weep call is during

the first tM:l weeks of the nestling period.
functionally most L'lp)rtant.

This may be when it is

The fanale spends long periods on the

nest, thus limiting the time available to her for foraging.

The begging

of nestlings, particularly in the first week, is quite soft.

The call,
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probably influenced by a particular honronal state of the female,
disappears when fledging ==s , by which time young birds are
capable of providing vigorous vocal and visual displays.
In the ccmmmication systan of a species in which begging

vocalizations provide a stimulus for feeding of the young, females

who give calls closely resembling begging calls during visits by
males to the nest may stimulate increased provisi oning by tl1e male.
Tlus could result in greater reproductive success for th:Jse fe-.-ales ,
and the evolutionary establishnent of the behavior pattern .
In terms of parental investment, the female who has invested

energy in tl1e production of eggs and in incubation and brooding, may
be "attenpting" to induce the male to increase hls expenditure of

reproductive energy.

Skutch (1976) gave evidence tllat parents may not

normally feed young at the maximum rate which is possible.

Thls may

be particular1y true in a species which is =casionally known to

practice polygyny .

If a male provides nore food to the young, then

the tine and energy which the female expends in these activities v.ould
decrease aver evolutionary tine.

A female which could induce a

greater contribution of energy by a male may not only be increasing the
chances of survival of her offspring, J:ut also improving her own
physical condition and thus chances of continued residency within a
territory and future reproductive success.
Strength in female-female rivalries may be important here.

If

the male 'interprets ' , i. e . , is prograrrmed to respond to the intensity
and vigor of tl1e call as an indication of the robustness of tlle young ,
and thus tl1e v.orthiness of hls own investment, selection =uld then

favor loud calling by females if such sounds appeared to mimic
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tegging young, and by t..'Je older offspring.

The loud, vigorous tegging

of older nestlings and fledglings supports this idea.
Perhaps the fenale American Dipper is in essence mimicking the
vocalizations of robust young birds in order to elicit continued and
efficient provision of food by the male .

Gradation of Calls
The Jih, Weep , Grawk and Begging calls appear to be graded
vocalizations.

Graded systems of vocal carmunication have been

investigated principally in primates .

Rowell and Hinde (1962) described

the variable calls of the Rhesus Macaque (Macaca mulatta) and recent
work by !1arler and others (!1arler 1967, Gautier 1974, and !1arler and
Tenaza 1976) continued to focus on graded vocalizations of primates.
A few investigators (!1arler 1956, Konishi 1963) and others have applied
this concept to avian species.

A graded system of calls

(~

!1arler

1967) is one in whici1 call types are variable and intergradation may

exi st between types.

This may result in nondiscrete, overlapping call

types.
!1arler (1976) distinguished two different forms of delivery of
graded vocalizations, i.e., adjacent and separate.

In cases of adjacent

gradation , a vocalization changes fran one fom to another in &rall
consecutive steps through a series of continuous variants.

!1arler

suggested that single steps in the continuum could be meaningful to
the receiver of the message if each variant provided a frame of

reference for the next .

The direction and rate of change of vocal
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structure would be detectable and could assume communicatory significance.

In cases of separate gradation, there is a continuum of

structure arrong v=alizations \vhich are tenp::Jrally separated.

A

graded series is detennined through canparisons arrong structurally
related vocalizations given at dliferent times.

Marler speculated that

it nay be dlificult for an animal to ascertain the degrees of
dliference arrong

~~ese

vocalizations without adjacent notes for

canparison, and that the meaning nay be enhanced by accanpanying visual
signals.
~les

of roth adjacent and separate gradation are evident in

the communication systEm of the Dipper.

Adjacent - the Beg and Weep calls often grade continuously frcrn
one form (IDng) to another (Short), and vice versa, within the general
call type.

This gradation with intermediate forms is shown in Figure

ld, e and Figure 3g, h.
Separate -

~les

of the variation within the Ji..'1, Grawk and

Weep calls are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3 and illustrate pcssible
intermediate forms between the Jih and Grawk calls .
Another dimension to a call system such as that of

~'1e

Jih call

is the possibility that an entire group of calls (as in Figure 2a and
Figure 4b) nay form a pattern \vhich would be perceived as having
ccmnunicatory significance by a receiver of the message.
Although the structure and duration of the individual call notes
remain constant, changes in frequency oc= within the call series.
It is possible that the communicatory significance of the vocalizati on
may lie not only in perceived dliferences between adjacent notes in the
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series, but also in the perceived pattern of change in frequency.
Potential communicatory significance may exist in a change in the
number of Jih calls occurring in a call series (here, l-14), changes
in frequency between successive calls of the series, overall changes
in frequency (i.e., pattern) of the entire series, or canbinations and
changes among call series.
Smith's (1977) suggestion that an illcreased nunber of rressages may
be encoded \vi thin an existing repertoire of behavior types also appears
to be pertinent to understanding the evolution of graded displays.
The expansion of the repertoire through canbinations of

fo~alized

units (which themselves take on new meaning) may also be applicable.
Table 3 =ntains a list of avian species, many of which are taxonomically quite unrelated, that are known to have graded vocalizations.
It has been suggested that more s=ial species of primates tend to have
graded v=al systems, whereas less social primates do not (11a.rler 1976).
This generalization is not true for all avian species since both the
American Dipper and the Carolina Wren live as solitary, rronogamous
pairs.

There has been little application of the concept of graded

v=alizations to avian species, but sonagrams ann descriptions contained
in a variety of published papers seem to indicate that the call systems
of a number of species will alsc be found to be graded.
dates

~Kluld

Prime candi-

be gregarious species and those with few types of calls .
Adaptation of Social System to the
Stceam Environment

In seeking to understand the selective forces which shape the

characteristics of the v=al repertoire of a species, it is necessary

-

Table 3.

Bird speci es known to exhibit graded calls .a

No . of calls

Speci es

in adul t
repertoire

No . and
type of
graded calls

Lifestyle

AuUJOr

Ccmron Loon
(Gavi a imner )

4

All calls (especi ally
"Tranolo " call

~lonogamous ,

long
term pair bond

13arklow 1979

Dcmestic Fowl
(Gallus gallus )

9

Most calls, rmny
contexts

Gregari ous,
polygamy

Konishi 1963

tlorthern Jacana
(Jacana spinosa )

6

All calls , many
contexts

Gregari ous , simultaneous pol yandry

Jenni et al. 1975

Host calls , many
contexts

Gregari ous , nonogamous , l ong-term
pair l;ond

Berger and Ligon
1977

All calls , many
contexts

!1-:.lnogamous , l ongterm pair bond

Present study

Predator surveillar.ce "Chirt " call

llonogamous, longten n pair bond

!-·l orton and
Shalter 1977

Pee and tink notes
and sane call notes

Gregarious , llDnogganous pair bonds

Ganpertz 19Gl

Pinon Jay
(Gymnorhinus
cyanocephai us )
American Dipper
(~ mexi canus )

15

4

Carolina Wren
('l'hyrothorus
b a ovl.cJ.anus )

1+?

Great Ti t
(Parus major )

?

..,.

"'

Table 3.

Bird species

Species

};nown

No . of calls

llo . and

in adult
repertoire

type of
gr aded calls

Lifestyle

Author

All calls , =Y
contexts

Gregarious , n-onogan-ous pair bonds

Bertram 1970

12

Chink social call

Gregarious rr-onogamous pair bonds

Marler 1956

10

Precopulatory call ,
courtship call

Gregarious rr-onogarrous pair bonds

Mulligan and
Olsen 1969

Indian Hill Mynah
(Gracula religiosa)

8-9

Chaffinch
(Fringilla coelebs)
Canary

(serinus canarius)

to exhiliit graded calls. a (continued)

ai.e . , the authors lave called then graded.

..,.
__,
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to consider the habitat and social system of the animal.
Alth:>ugh the physical characteristics of the habitat may impose
broad constraints on a species' vocal repertoire , a more subtle but
less direct effect of the habitat on vocalizations may be a channeling
resulting from the demands of the social system.

An indirect influence

of the stream environment may be on limiting the possible systems of
social behavior which would enable maximal exploitation of the resources
of the

strear.~

and ultimate reproductive success.

Possible Effects of the Stream Environrrent on the Evolution
of Female Song and Social Behavior in the Dipper
~Ble

and female American Dippers generally form long- term pair

bonds which endure beyond the breeding season and may continue for
several years .

The lack of suitable nest sites wit.'U.n adequate

territory areas appears to be the key factor limiting the pcpulation
of the Dipper (Price and Bock 1973,

Sullivan 1973, and Fite unpub. ) .

There is also evidence that not a ll adult Dippers acquire a territory
and thus fail to breed (Price 1975 and Fite unpub . ).
There appears to be intrasexual =npetition !:or positions v1ithin
territories.

The differential agonistic behavior of territorial resi-

dents 'coward intruders of their a.-m sex (Sullivan 1973, and Fite unpub . ).
the persistence with which intrusion oc=s, the rapid replacement of
rrales and fernal es in a territorial vacancy and the presence of roving
and non- breeding birds support this idea.

After loss of a rrate , both

males and fere.les may rernain in the sarre terri tory and acquire a new
mate in that area .

I have three observations of females r emaining in

a territory and acquiring new mates, and Sullivan (1973) discussed
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similar events in male Dippers.
The forrration of long-tem pair bonds may have several repercussions.

First, there may be a high premium placed on the soundness

of the initial choice of a mate by a territorial bird.

Once a foothold

is gained in a territory, a bird v.Duld have the advantages of
familiarity and psychological assurance in interactions with intruding
birds.

Alt..'1ough ousting of the resident of a territory may be possible,

this could require a proportionatel y much rrore aggressive bird.
Since positions within a suitable territory may be a limiting factor for
both males and females, it seems that it v.ould be necessary for both
males and females to ascertain the caliber of a potential mate before
crnrnitting themselves.

Song has been shown to be important in a female's

choice of mates in Red -winged blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus)
1972).

(Peek

Song in both sexes of Dippers could function to provide infor-

mation used in choice of mates.

Evidence s upporting tllis is that

observations of oourtship behavior reveal frequent singing in bot!>
males and females (Morse 1979 and Fite unpub.).
Tv.o related factors may have led to the evolution of singing by

females.
1)

These are:
The previously discussed importance of gaining inforrration

about the fitness of a potential mate, and
2)

The linear and noisy nature of the territoxy of the Dipper

would make it difficult for a single bird to detect intruders and
advertise territorial occupancy with song.

If bot..'l sexes possessed

vocal displays necessary for full and cooperative territorial defense,
then maintenance of the integrity of the territory v.Duld be =re
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easily achieve::1 .
Since singing is an :i.rnj:ortant component of territorial encounters ,
singing ability could be a good indicator of the fitness of a
potential mate .

A graded carmunication system functions to allow the

corrmunication of subtle variations in rrotivation (<lorton 1977).

If a

bird is assessing the quality of a mate during the mate's interactions
with itself arrl o"b'1er individuals, b'1en selection may favor the
cannuni.cation of degrees of rrotivation and arousal by the nate
(U:::Kinney et al., 1978).

A graded system of visual (wing quivering,

dipping) and v=al displays and a canplex, variable song may function
to provide maximal carrnunication potential (see Nottebohn 1972) .
Figure 6 is an application to the behavior of the American Dipper
of a diagram fran

~IJcYillmey

e t al., (1978) sllowing b'1e effects of

adaptation to a river environment on the social system and ccmnuni.cation
methods of the African Black Duck (Anas

~) .

All components (with

the exception of the bracketed line) are congruent with my observations

of the Di pper .

The presence of similar displays (wing quivering,

head-up) by both sexes of Dippers is discussed in Sullivan (1973).
Ecological factors of the stream envi r onment thus appear to have
resulted in a strong convergence. of social systems and

~'1avior

in two

quite unre lated avian species.
Although the physical factor of a high ambient stream noise level
may :i.rnj:ose limitations on the structure of v=alizations anployed by
a species, ano"b'1er :i.rnj:ortant effect of "b'1e stream llabitat may be i ts
influence on the social and cannuni.cation system within which the
vocalizations occur.
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Figure 6.

Diagram showing probable results of ada?tation to a :tream
environment on the social system and communication m'thods
of the African Black Duck Anas sparsa and the Americln
Dipper. Portions above the dotted line apply specif.cally
to the African Black Duck (McKinney et al. 1978) whe·eas
the portion below the dotted line pertains to the Di1per.
African Black Ducks, like Dippers, have graded visua.
displays and both males and females share the same
repertoire of displays .
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ALL DAILY AND SEASONAL ACTIVITIES
CAN BE CARRIED OUT ON ONE
STRETCH OF RIVER

./

\w

DEFENSE OF AN
EXCLUSIVE BREEDING TERRITORY
POSSIBLE AND ADVANTAGEOUS

PERMANENT RESIDENCE
POSSIBLE AND ADVANTAGEOUS

\

/

YEAR-ROUND COOPERATIVE
DEFENSE OF TERRITORY BY MALES

'\.
MALE AND FEI-IALE

/

STRONG LONG-TERM
PAIR-BOND

AGGRESSIVENESS

/

INTENSE CONCURRENT
COMPETITION FOR
MATES AND TERRITORIES

/ .DAMAGING tFIGHTING

HIGHLY DEVELOPED
PAIR BOND MAINTENANCE
BEHAVIOR

USING WING-SPURS

~
HIGHLY DEVELOPED PAIR
BOND MAINTENANCE BEHAVIOR
Copulation in winter
Graded displays occur
year-round

~~

MATE STEALING
REPLACES RAPE

l
GRADED VISUAL AND
VOCAL DISPLAYS

Jih and Grawk
calls
\Hng quivering
?Song variability?

INDIVIDUAL
COURTSHIP
REPLACES SOCIAL
COURTSHIP

4SII1ILAR MALE AND FEMALE
VISUAL AND VOCAL DISPLAYS

Jih and Grawk calls
Wing quivering . head-up
Male and female song
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PART II : POST-FEEDING SINGDlG AND
VOCAL ll-m::RI\CTIONS

54

!1EI'HODS

The study site and the methcds of recording and analysis of
v=alizations were the same as previously discussed in Part I.
Sequences of behavior were filmed at 50 frames per second using a
16 rrm Bolex fU6 5PM camera with a 16 to 100 rrm zoom lens (Vario-SWitar 100 POE).

The length of singing was measured in the field witl1. a stopwatch
and, at tin>.es, by estimation.

Post-feeding si..Tlging was considered

terminated after 30 continuous seconds elapsed without song.

Singing

which ==red in other contexts , i . e. , Greeting, Preening , Perching ,
Fledgling-elicited and Territorial singi.r1g, was tirrted until a bird
ceased singing or left the auditory range of the observer.

Pauses

· within a sequence of singing were noted but were excluded in the
calculation of t.'le lengt.l-J. of singing.

In instances of lengthy singing

or 'vhen oL'ler events dEmanded the attention of t.'le observer, length
was denoted as greater than (>) a certain period of time .

The distance

over which singing was detectable varied greatly, depending on the
characteristics of the stream at a particular site .

Only those obser-

vations in which vocalizati ons were clearly audibl e were used in
tabulation of length of singing and frequency of ==renee of singing.
Also, only data frau feedings during which I felt the adult Dipper

roo

not obviousl y modified its behavior as a result of my presence were
used .

The distance from the fledgling at which singing =curred was

visually estimated and recorded .
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This part of the study focused on l:ehavjoral interactions of adult
and fledgling Dippers.

'l'M::l pa.irs were observed in 1977 and four

pairs were observed in 1978.

Observations

'~e

made at times

ranging fran 0630 to 2030 hours, but were concentrated during the
rrorning and late afternoon hours in an attEmpt to observe the rra.ximum
pcssible number of feedings.

~1ore

observations were obtained during

the first week of the fledgling period due to the difficulties of
observing increasingly rrobile fledglings.

Observations in 1977 "-'=re

of second broods, whereas in 1978 rrost observations were of first
broods due to failure of birds to renest, loss of a mate, and
interference caused by the onset of fishing season.
Maximum stream discharge of the IDgan River at State Dam gaging
station 9 km downstream from the study site was 213 cu ft per second
on June 7, 1977, and 1, 040 cu ft per second on June 15 and 16, 1978
(USGS unpubl. data).

The stream discharge during peak flow was alrrost

five times greater in 1978, a year of nonnal flO\v, than in the drought
year of 1977.

Drought conditions resulted in the exposure of

streaml:anks, boulders, logs, gravel bars, etc. and the presence of many
areas of shallow water.
The criteria used to categorize singing as Post-feeding were that:

1)

singing occurred within 5 seconds (1977) or 10 seconds (1978)

after a fledgling received food,
2)

singing occurred wit!1in 1.5 rn (1977) or 9 rn (1978) of the

fledgling, and
3)

the stimulus for singing did not appear to be interaction

with another adult Dipper.
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The revised criteria for PFS in 1978 were an attempt to canpensate
for the different environmental conditions in drought and normal
years.

Drought conditions in 1977 resulted in the presence of many

rrore available perch sites (fran which PFS could J::e given) close to
fledglings than were available in 1978.
Feeding sequences which were analyzed as touts contained:
l)

a minirnum of nine feedings and tw:J occurrences of song (this

was necessary to allow statistical analysis),
2)

no interval between feedings which was greater than 5 minutes

in duration , and
3)

no extraneous interruptions (fisherpersons , the intrusion of

a nonresident Dipper, etc. ) .
A Runs test (Sakal and Rohlf 1969) was used to e.xamine tJ1e
temporal occurrence of PFS within a feeding tout.

To furL':!er analyze

the pattern of occurrence of PFS, all feeding touts were divided in
ffilf .

In sequences with an uneven number of feedings , Ll]e middle

feeding was assigned to the first b.alf.

':'he frequency of oc=rence

of PFS in each half was calculated and the t:v.D halves were canpared .
The percent occurrence of PFS following second ffilf feedings >vas
found by dividing the number of feedings followed by PFS by the total
number of feedings in the second half of a tout.
canpared to the overall percent occurrence of PFS.

This value was then
The same procedure

was followed in canparing the occurrence of PFS following L':!e last
three feedings of a tout with the percent occurrence of PFS in the
second half of a tout.
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In the analysis of the relation of cx::currence of PFS to the day

of

L~e

fledgling-care period, only observations frorr, those broods

where the day of fledging was known wi th absolute certainty were used.
Additional breeding biology
General aspects of the reproductive biology of the Dipper are
discussed in Part I.

In general, individual fledglings are not fed

equally by roth parents.

A brood is divided in space.

Fledglings

tend to be localized in a particular area of LlJe stream where they
receive food frcm the same parent for an extended period of time.
The young stay near the nest site on the day of fledging rut scx::n rrove
up or downstream and then renain in that area.

This localization

continues throughout tl1e fledg ling period, particularly during Lh.e
first week when fledglings are less likely to make long flights in
pursuit of a parent.

Often fledglings renain sanewhat localized

throughout the period of parental care.
Singing by adults following the feeding of young Dippers cx::=s
as an integral part of a feeding sequence only after fledging.

In

over 300 observations of the feeding of nestlings by male and female
Dippers, I did not observe singing in a post-feeding context.

Singing

which occurred in the general area of L'le nest ms a lways stimulated
by interactions betv;een adults (see discussion of Greeting si.'"lging),
and typically oc=red at a distance greater Lhan a few meters fran
the nest.
PFS occurs fran the day of fledging until the terminati on of
parental care .

Eoth adults in each of the six pairs ex,'ribited PFS.
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RESUL'I'S

O:::=rence of PFS
Adults foraging in distant areas give Jih calls, typically 1- 2
calls per series (see Part I), during the return flight with food to
the v icinity of the fledgling.

Grawk calls (see Part I) are

occasionally g i ven when the adult is closer.

Adults foraging close

to fledglings (within a few meters) may anit JiJ1 or Grawk calls as
they approach wit.'"! food.

If adults are foraging in shallow water

situations, the fledgling may follow the adult and occasionally give
soft begging vocalizations or frequently move to perch sites closer
to the parent.
Fledglings respond to the v isual or vocal stimulus of a returning
parent by beginning to dip and give long- beg calls, both of v1hich
increase in intensity as the adult nears.

Calls of the fledgling

and the adult are typically interspersed and non-overlapping (see
Part I, Figure 1) .
The change in intensity of the begging display when an adult with
food is within 2 m of the fledgling is illustrated in Fi gure 7 .
The fledgling presents a formidable visual begging display to the
parent by directly f acing it wi th wings in a high quiver, bright
yellow mout..'1 agape , head feathers erected and tail held vertical.
The accompanying vocal display consists of loud and rapid SrDrt- beg calls
(see Figure 5 for a description of a feeding encounter and Part I,
Figure 3 for sonagrams of vocalizations).
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Figure 7.

Description of a typical feeding encounter.
1) Adult- (>2m) - JLI-) calls as approaches fledgling .
Fledgling - ~p and Tong- beg calls, slight wing quiver
or wing flick, d ipping .
2) ll..dult - (1-2 m) - JLI-) or (",rawk calls, pcssilily interspf'..rsect.
Fledgling - Long-beg calls, increasing wing quivering,
dipping .
3) Adult - (<1m) - Jih or Grawk calls.
Fledgling - Full begging display , i.e., Short-beg calls,
high wing quiver (above horizontal line of back) , tail
in vertical position, beak agape, no di pping .

(Drawing by Karen Lee) •
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Food transfer oc=s as the parent, frequently with head turned
sideways and vlith eyes closed, places food in the fledgling's open
mouth.

(On film, the white upper eyelid s of Dippers enable easy

detection of the closure of the eyes.

In the three filmed feedings

where the camera was sufficiently close and the fiL'lling angle allOVB:l
their detection , the eyelids ....ere closed. )
Context of PFS occurrence
Immediately after swallowing the food received from a parent, the
fledgling continues to attEmpt to face the adult directly and recommences !:egging vocalizations and wing quivering .
move toward the parent.

The fledgling may

Meanwhile, the parent usually moves a short

distance away (<1 meter) and either pauses, preens , or sings .

If

PFS oc=s, it is given fran the perch on which feeding took place
or frO!'\ another perch nearby .

PFS may l:egin during a short flight to

a nearby perch and continue after t.l-J.e adult has landed.

A singing

parent's head and body are not directly facing the fledgling.
(Throughout a feeding sequence , t.l-J.e nature of the perch or shoreline
on which the birds are located influences their relative positions.)
The parent's body may be parallel or perpendicular to the fledgling,
but a singing parent's bead is usually turned sideways in the direction
of the fledgling.

Besi des being influenced by the perch site , the

parent's head position could allow a wider visual angle for detection
of potential danger.
When PFS l:egins, the fledgling decreases t.'1e visual and vocal
intensity of the !:egging display and usually ceases !:egging altogether.
Long-l:eg calls beccme fainter and typically cease also.

The fledgling
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rray sp::>radically flick its wings slightly and dip.

Both the length

and continuity of parental singing appear to influence the attentive-

ness of a fledgling to a singing parent.

If adult singing is long in

duration or is interspersed with pauses, begging (Long-beg or Chip
calls) rray begin again or increase in intensity.

(Pauses in PFS are

much less frequent than in Preening and Perching singing (discussed
elsewhere) , perhaps due to its canparatively shorter length.)
In a representative incident illustrating this cessation of

vocalization by the fledgling, the PFS of a male Dipper was patterned
as follows:

5 seconds of song, a 6 second pause, 5 seconds of song.

The fledgling ceased loud begging during the tw:J periods of song but
gave Long-beg calls when the adult paused.

Fledglings rray scmetimes

beg for several minutes following cessation of feeding or PFS i f the
adult rerrains near.
The stimulus of an adult turning away prior to food transfer and
reducing sensory input elicits the same decrease in intensity of
begging as does the stimulus of an adult singing in a post-feeding
oontext and increasing the sensory input of the fledgling.

A parent

Dipper with food rray begin to approach a fledgling and rranentarily
turn away while attanpting to obtain a better position for food
transfer or continuing to subdue prey such as snall fish.

In resp::>nse,

the fledgling typically decreases b1e intensity of the begging
display (quivering lessens and wings are lowered, loudness and rapidity
of vocalization decrease) .

The normal persistence of begging in

post-feeding situations not follOVB:l by PFS could aid the fledgling in
eliciting continued feeding by the parent.

However, the decrease in
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begging during PFS appears to l::e opposite of the behavioral strategy
which M:Juld l::e expected if the energy requirenent of t.he fledgling
were tile only factor involved .

The attentiveness of the fledgling to

the adult during PFS is not the response which M:Juld l::e predicted
eased on either tl<e expected response of the fledgling to increased
sensory input (singing) or its strategy of energy obtainment.

It

seems that attentiveness to a parent during PFS nay not l::e simply an
adaptively neutral response but, instead, is· the result of selection
favoring such attentiveness which way ultiwately enhance vocal
learning (to l::e discussed later).
The PFS of both rrales and females was generally of equal loudness
although one female Dipper frequently gave a rrore sulx1ued song.

In

Irost instances, PFS is as loud as singing which oc=s in other
contexts, excluding singing during territorial and scme intrapair
interactions.
Tile simplest feeding encounter invol ves a parent and one fledgling.
1-lhen tM:J or rrore fledglings are located close together in D.'1e same
section of stream, a parent must contend wit.'! begging displays
presented by all and select which fledgling will receive food .

The

rrost intense begging displays seem to l::e given near the termination of
the parental care period when tM:J or rrore fledglings are perched wit..'1in
1 meter of each other and confront an approaching parent.
Young Dippers localized in a general area often encounter siblings
in the same section of the stream.

This frequently is the result of

the tendency of a fledgling to move toward the site where its parent
is feeding a sibling.

The extrenely audible begging vocalizations
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~~t

accompany food transfer enable localization of siblings which

are nearby.

Furthenrore, older fledglings often fly in pursuit of a

departing parent.
When parent birds are absent , Dipper fledglings are perched
usually in=nspicuously near water level on streamside rocks or midstream boulders and logs often totally m=ounded by water .
hearing

~~e

Upon

location call or visually perceiving the approach of an

acul t, a fledgling beccrnes vocally, and t.l-J.en visually conspicuous due
to the intensity of the begging vocalizations, the dipping rroverrent
and the quivering wings.

begging displays.

Many species of passerines have conspicuous

Ho""'ver , 'vhen rough canparisons betvJeen loudness

and v isual conspicuousness of begging displays of the Dipper and
fledglings of other species which occurred in the study area, i.e.,
the .'\merican Robin (Turdus rrigratorius) , t.l-J.e SWainson' s Thr ush
(Hylocichla ustulata), the Black- headed Grosbeak (:!:_. melanocephalus)
and the Song Sparrow (!1elospiza melodia)

~e

made, Dipper fledglings

appeared to have consi derably louder and more vigorous displays.
Degrees of intensity and conspicuousness of the visual and vocal
canpone.'lts of the begging d isplay may be important in el iciting
feeding by the adult.

Vigorous displays not only present a stronger

ilrmediate stimulus to the adult, l:ut could also signal the rol:ustness
of the fledgling to the adult and the continued "soundness" of
investing energy in a particular fledgling.

Begging vocalizations of

t.'1e unfed fledgling continue throughout t.l-J.e feeding of its sibling

(see Part I, Figure 3h) .

The fledgling which was located farther from

a parent at times attanpted to insert itself betv..=en the closer
sibling and a parent and thus obtained food.

Tlris offers support for
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the idea that the display aids a fledgling in intercepting parental
attention .

The apparent size of a fledgling is increased by all aspects

of the display.

The display may not onl y aid an individual fledgling

in e liciting a parental feeding response, but may also function to
block the feeding of a sibling.

'Ihe availability of perches limits

the direction of parental approach.

Possibly, the nearest displaying

fledgling could present the strongest stimulus and intercept the
attention of an approaching parent .
other Contexts of Oc:=rence of Adult Song During
the Nestling and Fledgling Periods
In rrost avian species, the non-linear shape of territories and
the absence of a high degree of background noise may enable young
birds to frequently be exposed to vccalizations of adult birds which
are uttered in contexts of territorial advertisement or defense.
However , in the Dipper, adult singing in other contexts may be of
greater :importance in vocal l earning.
Cbservations of singing which occurred in the follcwing contexts
were made during the nestling and, primarily , fledgling periods in
the vicinity of young birds :
1)

Greeting singing - a short loud song sequence given by one

member of a pair in rest>Jnse to the arrival of a mate .

Typically

given by the bird 1vhich is already present .
2)

Preening singing - a long sanetimes subdued song sequence

with frequent brief pauses given while preening.

No obvious external

stimulus is present.
3)

Perching singing - same as above, except given while perching .

Table 4.

Total observati on s of singing and of singing >30 seconds in length which occurred in
the v i cinity of young birds.

Context of
singing

Males
Total
No .

>

30 sec

Total

Femles
No. > 30 sec

Percentage of songs
30 seconds
(sexes canbi ned)

Greeting*

2

0

8

1

10%

Perching

8

6

3

2

73%

Preening

12

8

5

4

71%

Fledgling-elici ted

10

7

4

3

70%

119

lS

223

10

7%

Post-feeding

>

* Observati ons of c,u:eeting singing during both the nestling and fledg l ing periods have been
include::! here. Observations in other contexts were made only during the fledgling period .

"'"'
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4)

Fledgling-elicited sing ing - a scng sequence in which the

activity of a fledgling (close and direct approach, pecl<.ing or gaping a t
adult, loud repeated Long-beg calls) a ppeared to l::e the stimulus
f or scng of a perching or preening adult.
5)

Territorial singing - scng given by a resident bird while

perched or in flight in response to the approach or intrusion of a
nonresident Dipper (see Table 4 for characterization of context
of singing) .
Fledglings 1..0uld l::e exposed to Preening, Perching, and, of course,
Fledgling-elicited singing more frequently than to singing in other
contexts.

Although a territorial intrusion stimulates lengt.'ly

singing, only a portion of t.'lis scng may occur in the vicinity of
young birds.

However, once parental care has been tenninated and t.'le

young are indeperrlent, tlus may l::e the main context in which inmature
Dippers encounter singing of adults.
Most observations of Greeting singing were made during the
nestling pericd (due to the spatial division of tl1e fleclglings,
adults which are feeding nestlings tend to encounter one another rrore
frequently).

In several instances not included here, the sex of the

singing bird could not l::e detennined.

In all observations except one

(in which a returning male sang), scng was given by the returning
bird.

The greater incidence of singing by females may reflect a

ten:lency of fenales to remain near the nest, but could also be
interpreted as a result of different vocal strategies of the b..o sexes.
In contrast to other song, Greeting singing was quite brief (one

occurrence >30 sec).
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Preening, Perching and Fledgling-elicited singing = = e d
following a feeding bout when adults renained in the vicinity of
fledglings.

Pauses frequently occurred in Preening and Perching

singing, perllaps due to the greater length.
the pauses and song was quite variable.
noti ceable decrease in or cessation of

The duration of both

There was generally a
~ng-beg

or Chip calls (see

Part I) of fledglings duri11g adult song, with sane resurgence during
pauses.

At times , it appeared as if begging during pauses nay have

stimulated resumption of song.

Singing in Preening and Perching

contexts may be sul:xl.ued, in sharp contrast with the vigorous nature of
Greeting , Fledgling-elicited and Territorial singing, which may be the
result of a higher degree of motivational arousal underlyir.g
this singing .
The criteria for Fledgling-elicited singing are mentioned above .
Song occurring after rroderately intense begging , even in instances
where adults and fledglins were perched close together, was not considered to be Fledgling-elicited.

Aggression or intolerance may be

important canponents of tl1e underlying moti vation of adul ts in
Fledgling-elicited singing.

Twice near the end of the fledgling

period, adults were persistently hounded by begging fledglings for
several minutes preceding the initiation of singing.

lloth resulting

songs were greater than 4 minutes in length.
Territorial singing is gi ven by a r esi dent b ird in response to the
approach or intrusion of a nonresident Dipper.

Territorial singing

=curs at any place within the territory a.11d is separable into singing
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which oc=s:
1)

during close confrontation with or active pursuit of an

intruder,
2)

upon detection of an intruder at a distance, and

3)

in a defended area (such as a nest or roost site) after t.'le

oc=rence of a territorial encounter.
This singing is quite loud, and it appears that the loudest song oc=s
during close confrontations l:etv.Ben individuals.

Alt.'x>ugh I have not

made extensive sonagraphic analyses of singing in close confrontations,
this singing appears to have a greater proportion of harsh, low
frequency elements (a greater number of notes similar to Grawk calls
in structure) than other singing.
given in all territorial contexts.

The Jih call may J:e stridently
Pauses in Territorial singing do

= = , rut frequently Jih calls are interspersed with song.
Eot.l-J. male and fEm3.le Dippers sing in response to territorial

intruders, but there is a differential response depending on t.l-Je sex
of the intruder.

Sullivan (1973) reported that although female

Dippers 't.'2re involved in fe'-"2r territorial encounters tl1a.I1 males, the
female J:ehavioral response to intruding females was much stronger.

My

observations of territorial defense support this--intruding birds of
one sex have been seen to alight close to a resident bird of the
opposite sex.

However, the more distant resident bird of the same

sex as the intruder confronted the intruder.
have

r~

Dippers of both sexes

seen in aggressive interactions with birds of the opposite

sex and both pair mffilbers engage in active pursuit of an intruder.
The confronting resident cr.ased the intruder and gave Jih calls which
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may be accanpanied by song during the initial confrontation and the
flight chase which may ensue .

Behavior acccrnpanying singing often

includes the wing quivering display (SUllivan 1973, Morse 1979)
during which one or both birds quiver their wings and do not directly
face one another.

The ot..l1er resident often rEm3.ined seemingly un-

disturbed by the entire incident.

Occasionally both mEmbers of a pair

will be involved in flight chases of a nonresident bird .
Ilesides Greeting singing , Dippers may sing in other situations
when the manbers of a pair are in close proximity , i.e., during c ourtship displays and copulation.

During intense interactions, rapid Ji.'l

calls may also be g iven by birds while wing quivering.

Singing, often

30 seconds , is quite loud.
Not all observations of singing can be placed easily into tl1ese
ccntextual.categories.

For example, song , at times subdued and wit.l1

frequent pauses as prey itans are pursued , is gi ven =casionally when
an adult is foraging by itself.

Such singing may be similar in moti-

vational nature to Perching or Preening singing.
The continuous vs . d iscontinuous categorization of singing
behavi or

(Hartshorne 1956 and 1973) seans ·to be inapplicable to the

vocal behavior of the Dipper.

Song does not usually== as terri-

torial "advertisanent," except in cases of c lear prov=ation, such as
the sighting of a conspecific up or downstream in an adjacent territory,
or of intrusion into a terri tory.
given near territorial boundaries.

In t.'J.e fanner case, song may be

':'he latter may result in singing

and Jib-calling both during and after a confrontation with an intruder.

Singing here is typically long in duration (sanetimes >5 minutes) .
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In cases of intrusion deep within an occupied territory, an intruder

is typically silent, altb.ough short ,Tih call series may be given and
the behavior of wing-flick, dipping (discussed in Part I) seems to

indicate an internal state of uncertai.TJ.ty.

Although singing does

oc= in some instances where no obvious (to the observer) external
factor has elicited the behavior, it is unlikely that its functional
significance lies in territorial advertisement.

The nature of the

stream environment would often make attempts at long distance vocal
advertisanent futile.

In rreny instances , visual advertisanent (flight

to midstream rocks and dipping) could be detectable over greater
distances.

The Jih call , particularly when given in flight , is

detectable at greater distances by the observer than is song .
Al t.'1ough singing does occur in sane cases where no obvious external
factor has elicited the song, it does not seem likely that its
functional role (if any exists) in t.'lls case is territorial
advertisement.
O::=rence of subsong in fledglings
SUbsong (see Al:mstrong 1963 and Tlnrpe 1961) Jo.as been categorized
as a muted indistinct fonn of normal song.

Nottebohm (1975) described

i t as a loose aggregation of notes, sane variable and sane stereotyped,
given at low volume.

SUbsong of nestlings and fledglings was very

soft and was audible only in quiet stream areas.

There is an increase

i:l intensity and "fullness" of subsong in older fledglings and

imlature birds.

Table 5 contains data on the number of siblings

p:esent and the day of t.'1e fledgling period when subsong occurred .
L> one instance, subsong was heard fran nestlings in a nest which
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Table 5.

Occu=ence of subsong in fledglings.

Number of
==ences

Day of fledgling period
and (distance to nearest
sib (in m)) *

1

1

16

2

8

No . of sibs
(2_2 m)

l(P) , 1(0.05), 1(2_0.3),
5(P), 5(0.05), 9(0 . 7) ,
10 (.:_0. 7) ' >14 (2_0. 3)

3

* P

3

= Pecking at sibling.

3(0.3- .7), 4(.:_2.0), 5(1.0)
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containe::l four birds which fle::lge::l later that day.

Subscng given

by fle::lglings while still within the natal area was not detecte::l

in any instances when adult birds were present.

Subscng varie::l in

length fran smrt sequences to periods of inteJ:mittent singing which
were greater than 5 minutes in length.

Pauses of varying length

frequently occurre::l during subscng.
Eleven of the 12 observe::l occurrences of subscng by fle::lglings
occurre::l when t..D or rrore siblings were present within less than 2
meters.

Although fle::lglings may often be locate::l near one another

(especially on the day of fledging) , most frequently (particularly
in the absence of a parent) they are located farther apart than 2
meters.

The one fle::lgling •lhich gave subscng while alone was in the

si.'<teent.'l day of the fle::lgling period , quite near the enCl. of the
period of parental care.

It appears tllat the close presence of

conspecifics is a strong stimulus for subsong during tl"le fle::lgling
period.

Behavior observe::l during subscng include::l pecking at the bill

of and gaping at the singer, preening, perching or moving in the
vJater.

In the t..D instances in which pecking occurre::l during subscng ,

tl1e singer's attention was clearly focuse::l on a sibling.

(Pecking of

a sibling which was unaccanpanie::l by subscng has a lso been observe::l. )
Fle::lglings do not dip during subsong.

This corresponds to the re'1avior

of adults which also typically do not dip while singing.
Heinroth and Heinrcth (in Nice 1943) reporte::l subsong in nestlings
(age 18-24 days) of the European Dipper (Cinclus cinclus) .

Young

Dippers are extremely nidicolous and ranain in the nest for 23-25
days.

Thus subsong of nestlings may be appearing at a CCXllp'rrable
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stage in vocal development to subsong development in fledglings of
other species (see Annstrong 1963).

Although the oc=ence of subsong

in the nest nay not be an extremely precocious behavior, its ==renee
in a social context during the fledgling period appears to i:e
precocious .

Subsong of fledglings was not a i:ehavior performed "in

vacuo" l:ut LTlstead seemed to be directly linked to the presence of a
sibling.

In rrost situations , subsong occurred during a period of

long parental absence.

Perhaps the presence of another fledgling

provided a social or agonistic stimulus for subsong .

This social

==ence of subsong does not appear to be t.l-J.e case in most other
species (see Snith 1977) .
Subsong was frequently observed in solitary imna.ture Dippers
which were of post- fledgling age .
the birds were perched or preening.

This song camonly occurred while
Ho~ver ,

subsong was given by lin-

nature birds during interactions with con specifics in b..o instances .
Subsong was heard when tv.u bmature b irds e.11countered one another
(at times approaching within less than 1 meter) while preparing to
roost under a bridge .

Brief subsong-like vocalizations were also

given by an bmature bird as it flew past a nest site where adults
were actively feeding nestlings of a second brood.

The resident birds

responded to the presence of the bmature Dipper wi th song and a short
pursuit by the resident male .
In the great majority of passerines which have been studied, a

sensitive period for song learning exists, during vJh.ich a young bird
forms an auditory template of species- specific song (Marler 1970) .
timing and duration of this sensitive period varies from species to
species .

In the l"ihite-crowned Sparrow (Zonotrichia leucoohrys)

The
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(Marler 1970) and Zebra Finch (Taeniopygia guttata) (Irrrnelmann 1969) ,
t he critical period oc=s during the first 90 days of life .

It

t..ould thus be reasonable to ass\JP.le that the sensitive period for
song learning may enCC>ITpass the fledgling period of Dippers (age
of fledglings :

24- 38 days).

I am aware of no studies which have

dealt with a possible relationship between the occurrence of subsong
and the sensitive period for song learning.

It is interesting to

note, hO\vever, that subsong in the Dipper oc=s throughout the
fledgling period , during vihich adult song is frequently encountered.
Frequency of Occurrence and
Length of PFS
Values for frequency of occ-urrence and length of singing appear
in Table 6 .

The frequency of occurrence of PFS given by males tvas

similar in bot.'1 years .

The frequency of PFS given by fanales

incr eased 31 percent in 1978.

The average length of PFS was quite

ronsistent between years in both sexes , although the median duration
of singing was lower for fereles in 1977 .

This would indicate that

the proportion of both short and long songs of fenales was greater
in 1977 than in 1978.
The lov1er percent occurrence of fenale singing in 1977 may have
been:

1)

a result of a behavioral response of females to lov1 1977

water levels vihich a:>uld increase t.l-Jeir vulnerability to predation
during PFS.

Female Dippers may have responded by decreasing the

frequency of singing,
2)

a consequence of the smaller 1977 sample size, or

Table 6.

Frequency of occurrence and length of Post-feeding singing in the American Dipper.

r1ale

Fenale

1977

1978

CCrilbrnea
77 & 78

1977

1978

cciribrnea
77 & 78

C:Ccurrences of PFS

39

184

223

43

76

119

Feedings observed

163

589

752

278

535

813

23.8

31.2

29 . 6

15.5

14 .2

14.6

Average duration of PFS
(in sec)

8.0

8.5

8.4

15.5

14 . 8

15.4

Median duration of PFS
(in sec)

2.6

4.6

3.8

6 .5

6.8

6 .7

Percent occurrence of PFS

__,
m

77
3)

an artifact of the different distance criteria for PFS which

<vere used in 1977 (1.5 m) and 1978 (9 m) , and v.c>uld imply a tendency
for females to sing at a grea·ter distance fran fledglings tl>.an do
males .

There is no evidence to support this.

The medi an length of singing by females increased in 1978, whereas
the average length of singing was similar in J:oth years .
provide evidence of a behavioral response by fsrales
conditions resulting in less secure perches.

~~

This may
1977 to stream

Perhaps shorter singing

oc=ed fran positions in which females felt less secure while
longer song 1vas given from fair 1 y invulnerable locations, while songs
of intemediate length "-'ere anitted fran the repertoire.

The larger

1978 sampl e may legitimately weight the canbined values for J:oth
years in correspondence to nomal stream conditions .
The reaction of adult Dippers who are engaged in fee:::1ing young
to the continued close and sorrewhat obvious presence of an observer
may provide insights into the reaction of an adult which is confronted
by potential danger.

Adults that "-"'re aware of an observer's presence

c l ose to a fledgling initially hesitated to deliver food , but eventually did begin feeding.

In most cases, approach, food transfer,

and departure were extremely rapid, and PFS rarely oc=ed.

I t would

seen to be selectively advantageous for parents to continue feeding
the fledgling, while minimizing tJ1e time that t.'ley are exposed to

potential danger .
Analysis of feeding !:outs
The tEmporal oc=P.nce of PFS within a feeding !:out may provide
a better understanding of its possibl e functional significance.
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The feeding of fledglings usually occurs in definite bouts.
In tJ1ese bouts of feeding, adults forage and feed fledglings
continuously for a period of time and then cease feeding for a
longer interval (criteria for feeding bouts are discussed in
section).

~1et.'1cds

Data for all canplete feeding !:outs are presented in

AppendL'l: B.

Values fran !M1s Tests (Sov.al and

Roi'~f

1969) derronstrated that

ti1e occurrence of PFS within a feeding bout was clumped.

In 4 of ll

feeding !:outs in 1977 and in 7 of 25 in 1978, the prol:ability of
obtaining as many or fewer series of "singing " and "no singing"
was < . 05.

!M1s tests were also performed on all 1977 bouts combined

and treated as a series, all 1978 bouts treated similarly, and both
1977 and 1978 bouts canbined .
(p < .05) (Table 7).

The z - values obtained were >1.96

Thus, PFS is tenporally clurrped withir1 feeding

!:outs and does itself occur in a bout- like fashion.
'Ib determine when during a l:out t.'le clumping of PFS occurred,

the percent of feedings followed by PFS during the first half of all
feeding bouts was canpared to the canparable percentage during the
second half of all feeding bouts.

Of all feedings followed by PFS,

71 percent occurred during the second half of a feeding sequence .
The tenporal distribution of PFS 1vithin feeding bouts i s shm·m
in Figure 8 .

Note the large am::mnt of PFS which occurred near the

end of a bout and t.'l.e very few occurrences of PFS at t.'le initiation of
the bout.

Interestingly, in both years , tllere was a decrease near

the midpoint of a bout .
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Table 7.

Z- values of runs tests on feeding bouts

Number of
runs

Calculated

z

1977

50

128

55

3 . 83

1978

98

306

121

1.09

148

434

176

15.0()

1977 and 1978
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Figure 8 .

Tanporal distril:ution of Post- feeding singing U'FS) (data
for males and females are ca11bined) . Points represent
the section of the feeding bout when PFS occurred .
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Relation of Occurrence of PFS to the
Age of the Fledgling
The percent of feedings follovied by PFS in relation to the day
of the fledgling period is shown in Figure 9.
t.l-)e data on which this figure is based.

Appendix C contains

The data for days 6 to 12

of the fledgling period were canbined and plotted at day 9 in order
to provide a sample size comparable to that of t.l-)e preceding days.
The occurrence of PFS is greater for bot.!-) sexes on the day of
fledging (day 1} than on days 2 to 5, and is greatest in the 6-12
day period .
Possible explanations for

t.~ese

observations are that:

1 } the greater a'lDWlt of singing on day one may be a response
of t.l-)e adults to the novel presence of newly fledged yoWlg and could
be indicative of an excited rrotivational state of the adults,

2} the large arroWlt of singing on days 6-12 r.BY be associated
with the onset of a decreased tendency for adults to provide food
for the yoWlg , whic.l-) would culminate in the cessation of pare..'1tal care .
It is my subjective ir.-pression that the intensity of begging by the
yoWlg birds does increase near the end of the period of parental care.
LE.vies (1978}, in a discussion of parental "meanness" during this
te.."TT\ination , presented evidence for an increase in a corres;:x:mding
begging by fledgling Great Tits (Parus majo:Jj at this tme.

The

increase in song of the Di pper could be attributed to:
1}

an aggressive response or intolerance of the adult bird

to the increased begging of the yoWlg bird,
2}

a decreased tendency of the adult to provide food for the
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Figure 9 .

The percent of feedings followed by Post-feeding singing
in rel ation to the day of the fledgling period (data for
1977 and 1978 canbined) . Sex of parent is indicated by
symbol.
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young, arrl the substitution of song f or a continue:l feeding behavior.
Discussion of PFS length arrl occurrence
When the canbine:l 1977 arrl 1978 values for frequency of oc=rence of singing arrl length of singing fran all observations are
compared, it is evident that

altl~ugh

females sang nearly twice as

frequently as males , the duration of singing by females was only
half as long (Table 6 and Figure 10).

Using the values fran Table 6

to calculate the arrount of PFS to which a fle:lgling w:>uld be expose:l
in 100 feedings by a pare.nt of a particular sex, it is found that:
estimate:l amount of female singing per 100 feedings =
8 . 4 sec x 30%

= 252

sec

estimate:l amount of male singing per 100 feedings =
15.5 sec x 15% = 232 sec
Since a division of the brood oc=s , wherein young are localize:l
in a particular section of the strea!'l, an individual fle:lgling is not
fed equally by both parents .

The preceding calculation dEmOnstrates

that a ycung bird w:>uld be expose:l to similar arrounts of PFS regardless
of the sex of the parent that provided it with food.

I have not yet

determined what , if any, structural differences exist between mal e
arrl female song type arrl alsc do not know whether parents tend to
differentially feed offspring of their own sex .

A sonagram of a portion

of the PFS of a male Dipper is presente:l in Figure 11.
characteristics of t.llls scng are similar to

~se

The structural

of adult song which

occurs in other contexts (see Part I, discussion of song and Figure 11) .
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Figure 10. The number of occ=ences of singing in relation to ti1e
length of singing in 3 second int ervals (data fran 1977
and 1978 canbined) .
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Figure 11.

Sonagram of a section of the Post-feeding singing of a
male DifPer.
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What are possible causes of the differences between male and
female Dippers in PFS length and frequency of occurrence?
have a higher

~1reshold

of response to

~'e

Males may

stimuli which elicit PFS ,

rut once PFS is elicited, meir response is of longer duration.
is an explanation of a proximate cause.

This

Ultimate causation probably

results fran differences in p3.rental investment

(~

Trivers 1972)

which evolutionarily affect me allocation of reproductive energy and
differential "willingness" to risk exposure to potential predation.
A difference in strategies of parental investment may also help to
<=h"Plain the lower frequency of occurrence of PFS by females in 1977
(discussed previously).
It would seem likely mat me highly conspicuous begging display
of fledglings could attract a predator's attention to me young bird.
I am aware of no published accounts of successful predation on Dipper
fledglings.

Sullivan (1973) mentioned t..'rree unsuccessful predation

attempts by accipiters.

Adult Dippers wim fledglings on me Logan

River reacte::l to the presence of bom c=per' s (Accipiter cooperii)
and Sharp-shinned

(~.

striatus) hawks and also to mink (t1ustela vison)

and a beaver (castor canadensis) by emitting series of loud Jih calls

(see Part I, discussion of contexts of Jih calls).

(Dippers do not

appear to have a high-pitched alarm call, originally describe::l by
Marler (1955) , as do many passerine species.)

Fledglings w=re silent

and remained motionless for several minutes while standing close to
adults when me Jih call was given.

Freezing in place and remaining

rrotionless, at times while standing in water

~e

also observed in

response to avian predators by Sullivan (1973) and by me on me
Logan River.

Perrins (1965) found mat larger (and ilius louder)
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broods of Great Tits (Parus major) suffered higher rate s of predation
than did snaller broods .

Predation pressure on displaying Dipper

fledglings must either be very slight or , rrore probably, is outweighed by the advantages of the conspicuous begging display in
stirm.llation of parental feeding and in intersibling cc:rnpetition
for food.
Discussion of feeding bouts
The oc=rence of feedings in discrete bouts and the clumped

occurrence of PFS in a bout- like fashion within a feeding sequence
follow a general temporal patterning which is characteristic of
nany animal behaviors (see Slater 1975).
changes the

~~vioral sequ~~ce

foraging ~

I'Vnen PFS occurs , a bird

of

returning to young

~. feeding young~

foraging

to the sequence of
foraging

~

returning to young

+

feeding young

~

singing

~

foraging

A new behavior is inserted and tends to recur within a sequence of
ccmpl ex behaviors.

'!'he duration of any behavior in this sequence is

quite variable and depends upon factors such as the ease of capture of

prey , t.l-J.e difficulty of manipulation of prey , etc.

The transfer of

food is not always imrrediate, for adults have been observed beating
small fish for more than 2 minutes in close proximity of two begging
fledglings.

Adult song rarely occurred during foraging and never

oc=red directly preceding or during feeding.

It appears to be

linked in t.'le behavioral sequence with feeding of a fledgling as a
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preceding behavior.
It is l ikely that an internal change in the motivational state
of the adult acccrnpanies and perhaps is a proximate causal factor
for the singing Lehavior.

After a bird b.as sung following a feeding,

it does not always sing following the next feeding.

This could

indicate that althJugh an internal change in motivational state rray
have occurred, external stimuli (perceived danger, difficulty in prey
rranipulation, etc.) rray interfere with its external manifestation.
Also, a change in behavior may be
behavior (Slater 1975).
behavioral sequence.

fall~

by reversion to a previous

In this instance, singing is emitted fran the

As previously mentioned, parents \vill often

attenpt to feed fledglings regardless of the close proximity of an
observer, but the encounter is more rapid and PFS is deleted from the
feeding sequence.

Thus, PFS appears to be associated primarily with

undisturbed sequences of feeding.
Causation of PFS
Possible proximate and ultimate causes of PFS are that:
1)

repeated close interaction with a loud and vigorous conspecific

could result in an increase in stress.

Singing by the adult v.Duld

occur as an aggressive reaction to the fledgling.
2)

althJugh the adult has "tired" of feeding the fledgling, the

strong stimulus of a begging young still elicits foraging and feeding
behavior.

Singing v.Duld then be a fo:rm of displacement activity

indicating a conflict situation in which the adult had switched to a
different l!Dtivational state but continued feeding the displaying
fledgling.
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3)

singing. is a genetically progranmed p3.rt of a feeding

sequence in the Dipper.

Since PFS does not occur after feeding of

nestlings it appears tc be specifically ass=iated only wit.'l t.'le
feeding of fledglings, and within this conte..-..:t may be an integrally

prograrnned behavior and function tc expose young birds tc adult song.
The ==renee of PFS near the end of a feeding sequence v.DUld
be advantagecus if it improved t.'le quality of a young bird' s acquisition
of song.

I t may ensure that the fledgling, being somewhat satiated,

v.Duld be more attentive tc p3.rental song.

Since the contextual = = -

renee of PFS is quite unique, it may not be possible to categorize
it simply as an aggressive reaction, displacement activity, etc.
The proximal stimuli for PFS may resUlt from an interaction of a
number of ti1e previously discussed factors.
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DISCUSSION
Influence of the Stream Habitat on the
Evolution of Particular Behaviors
Aspects of parent-offspring interactions and the social systen of
the Dipper that could be interpreted as adaptations to the stream
environment are:
1)

The begging display of fledglings - the linearity of the habi-

tat, the limited nurrber of perch sites and the background noise of the
stream may all have influenced the evolutionary accentuation of ccmponents of this display.

The extreme loudness of begging vocalizations

and highly conspicuous wing quiver appear to be adaptations to ensure
location of and continued attention to fledglings by adults, along with
providing possible interference with adult attentiveness to other fledglings.
2)

The spatial division of the brood - it is likely that the

most efficient way to maximally exploit the food resources of a linear
territory is for each parent to forage in a particular section of
stream and to feed young in the same area.

This \..Ould limit the

exposure of fledglings to singing used in intrapair camrunication.

The

occurrence of PFS by both males and fenales could be linked to the
division of the brood.

If adult birds of only one sex exhibited PFS,

then siblings \\Ould be exposed to greatly different arrounts of parental
song.

This spatial division could also enable a pair to continuously

occupy and guard a maximum-sized area of the te=itory.
3)

Year-round defense of territories - the limited anount of
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stream habitat, the scarcity of nest sites and tl1e presence of a
non-epheneral fcx:xi supply appear tc be important fact.crs influencing
the strong territ.crial defense of the Dipper.

The restricted number

of nesting sites and the linearity of territ.cries may be important
factcrs contributing to the postulated early need for song acquisition
and the evolution of full song in ferrales (see Part I) .
4)

The structure of vocalizations (middle range of frequencies,

repetition of notes etc. ) , as discusse::'. in Part I.
5)

Vocal behavior and song learning - MJrton (1975) discussed the

importance of a species' habitat in shaping the characteristics of
sounds used in vocal ccmnunication.

The nature of the habitat P.By

influence the evolution of specific vocal behaviors, as has been
proposed for the antiphonal duetting of tropical wrens and shrikes
living in dense undergrowth (Thorpe 1961, Diamond and Terbrogh 1968,
Hooker and Hooker 1969).

Q..Iaintance (1938) contrasted the cessation

of singing of Brown Towhees (Pipilo fuscus) which live in open habitat,
with the continuous singing of the Rufous-sided Towhee (Pipilo
eryt.hrophthalmus) which sings throughout the breeding season and which
lives in densely vegetated areas where singing could be of continued
utility.

It has been suggested that island species renoved fran the

chance of overlap in sound structures with other species possess more
diverse song, whereas selection has operated to produce greater
canpetition for ccmnunication channels and resultant specialization
and decreased diversity in similar mainland species (lack and Southern

1949, M3.rler and Boabnan 1951, and Nottebohm 1975).

The Dipper may be

an extrane example of this ecological release of song structure in the
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stream habitat to which no other temperate zone passerine is exclusively restricted.

If a song increases in diversity of sounds used,

this could also result in an increase of its canplexity.

Learning of

song appears to l:e alrrost universal in passerines which J.XlSSess canplex
songs.

V=al learning is

kn0Y.'11.

to = = in at least 23 passerine

families and, in particular, is found in species with canplex song
repertoires and dialects (NotteboJ-rn 1975) ..

It seems quite likely

that characteristics of a habitat may shape the way in which v=al
recognition and the method of v=al learning of a species are achieved.
The PFS of the Dipper appears to l:e a unique evolutionary reS]X)nse to
the problem of learning song of a canplex structure in an environment
which has a high level of background noise.
Besides ex]X)Sing offspring to canplex singing, PFS could also l:e
of selective advantage to adults by serving as:
1)

an incidental signal of territorial =cupancy which alerts

intruders to the presence of the resident, and
2)

a mechanisn which enables offspring to learn individual charac-

teristics of their own parents ' song .

Such learning may prevent l:oth

future canpetition with parents or close relatives for a territory and
also could help to limit inbreeding.
Signaling of territorial =cupancy does not appear to be an important aspect of PFS since the raucous begging of fledglings (always
associated with the presence of an adult) is detectable at a greater
distance than is singing, and thus '\\Ulld appear to be a rrore effective
sign of occupancy.

Nottebohn (1972) discussed the possible relation

.b etween filial v=al learning and the formation of long-term pair l:onds

in Zebra finches (Taeniopygia castanotis) and Bullfinches (Pyrrhula
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pyrrhula).

He suggested that such l::x:lnds increase the risk of

inbreeding, which could be prevented if vocal traditions allowed the
recognition of kin.

This rray be relevant to Dippers which also fom

long- tem pair l::x:lnds.
Evidence for functional significance of PFS
In the American Dipper, singing which functions in territorial

advertisenent is far less ccmron than in many species such as the
White-crowned Sparrow (Zonotrichia leucoohrys), j·.J estern Meadowlark

(Sturnella neglecta) , etc .

Thus, the developnent of o ther behavior

patterns which efficiently expose young birds to m::xiels of adult song
rray be necessary to ensure learning of song.
Although at present t'lere exists no direct pr=f of the functional
significance of PFS in song acquisition by young Dippers, a nUmber of
lines of indirect evidence offer suppJrt for the idea that PFS is not
simply a behavioral artifact or a selectively neutral phenomenon .
1)

The equality in total arrount of PFS presented to fledglings

is achieved in different ways by rrale and fenale parents .

(PFS of

females occurs twice as frequently but is only half as 1ong as PFS of
rrales.)

PFS appears to J:.e integrated into the vocal strategies of the

tv.o sexes .

It is unlikely that a convergence in the total amount of PFS

=uld occur if PFS were not a functi o nal behavior of adaptive impJrtance.
2)

PFS is not a progranrned part of all feeding of young .

It

regularly occurs after the feeding of fledglings and rarely occurs
after the feeding of nestlings .

PFS occurs during a discrete period

which rray coincide with a sensitive period for the acquisition of song.
Sensitive periods in a nurnl:er of avian species occur at ccrnparable ages.
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3)

The context in which PFS = s may max:imize the efficiency

and effectiveness of information transfer.

Singing in proximity to the

fledgling presents a strong, species-specific vocal and visual signal
and minimizes the interference caused by background noise.

Nicolai

(1959) discussed tl1e :importance of parental song in formation of the
social l::ond.

The tenporal clumping of PFS near the end of a feeding

tout may ensure maximum attentiveness of tl1e young bird.

The possibility

exists that previous feedings are reinforcers for song learning.
(Ha.rler 1970) stated that no avian species was known to use food as a
reward for vocal learning, yet this retains an intriguing possibility
in the Dipper .
4)

The usual cessation of loud begging and attentiveness by the

fledgling during PFS may indicate an evolved response of the fledgling

to vocalization by t:1e parent.
5)

Early exposure of young Dippers to song may be necessary to

enable an early developnent of song and , thus , possible OHXJrtunistic
replacenent of missing territory residents.
6)

PFS occurs in a fairly unique

cont~ct

for oscine species.

I

am aware of only one report of regular singing following the feeding of
fledglings.

Anderson and Anderson (1962) mentioned that singing usually

follows feeding of fledglings in the Cactus Wren (Campylorh;mchus
brunneicapillus) , rut tl1ey did not elal::orate

fur~

on this behavior.

Young Cactus h'rens encounter adult song in a great variety of other
contexts (Anderson and Anderson 1962) .

Willis (1973) described the

caroling song of tl1e O:::ellated Antbird (Phoenostictus meleannani) which
was a series of l-15 whistled notes given at the rranent of feeding
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fledged young.

The same caroling song was used in intrapair

communication by adult Ocellated Antbirds.

The adult Spotted Antbird

(Hylophylax naeviodes) gives a "serpentine song" (used in adult
ccmnunication) after capturing food and elicits a vocal response fr=
fledglings before feeding (>"Iillis 1972).
pemanent year-round pair bonds.

All these species fom

This exposure of young birds to adult

song given in one context IlBY allow learning of song which wculd later
be used in different social interactions.

Possible Selective Forces Shaping the
Evolution of PFS
The preceding discussion offers support for the functional
importance of PFS and provides evidence that PFS is not simply an
artifact of an aggressive or indecisive behavioral state.

Both the

loud noise associated with the stream environment and the linearity of
the stream babitat decrease

L~e

probability of young Dippers

frequently hearing clear adult song (territories of Dippers can be 1. 5
km in length and only a few meters in width) .

A young bird is often

unlikely to be in the vicinity of a territorial encounter or close to
an adult which is singing in other contexts.

Also, after parental care

has been teminated, it may be advantageous for young birds to avoid

=ning into contact with adults.

Sullivan (1973) observed aggressive

adult behavior toward lirrnature birds, which corresponds with my own observations .

cpportuni ty for young Dippers to encounter adult song '"-Ould

thus be quite limited.

If it is selectively advantageous for adult

Dippers to provide a clear vocal pattern to their offspring, then
emitting PFS after the feeding of nestlings =uld appear to be a poor
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strategy because:
l)

the presence of a parent at the nest elicits continuous loud

begging vocalizations and gaping behavior of nestlings and perhaps
only the one or twJ nestlings which have received fcxxi v.Duld be likely
to be attentive to parental song,
2)

an adult singing fran outside the nest entrance may increase

its ·Own vulnerability to avian predators and possibly increase the
chance of attracting the attention of mart111alian predators to the nest
site.

After 10-12 days, the ferrale rarely brcxxis the young (SUllivan

1973 and the present study) ,
3)

the location of nests directly over rapidly flowing water often

results in an extremely high level of background noise in the vicinity
of the nest,
4)

the loud Long-\'ieep call is given by females following feeding

of t..'le young nestlings (see discussion of Long-weep call) by the rnale.
5)

the maturational state of the fledglings may be such that

auditory and perceptual processes are limited
It is reasonable to assume that, in a s pecies which has very
specific habitat requirements and for which areas of good habitat may
be quite limited, a high prEmium w:>uld be placed on the opportunistic
acquisition of a territory through replacement of a missing resident.
In the Dipper, song is an important e lement of the territorial defense

of both males and fanales (SUllivan 1 973 and Fite unpub.) and is
functionally important in intrapair carrnunication.

Both male and

femal e Dippers frequently remain in a territory when a mate disappears
and acquire new mates in the same territory area.

A Dipper encountering

only one adult on a territory would need to use song in both territorial
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interactions and in crnmuni cation with t..l1e rerr.aining resident.

I have

no observations of banded imnature birds to confinn whether Dippers
sing full adult song during their first wi.T lter.
song

However, much sub-

of a progressively improving nature oc=s in early fall, when

it is still possible to distinguish irmature birds fran adults on the
basis of plumage characteristics.

All singing of Dippers reard on the

Logan River from Novenber, 1977, to May, 1978, had the characteristics
of full adult song.

This contrasts with species such as the Chaffinch

(Fringilla coelebs)

(Marler 1970) in which subsong oc=s in fall and

early spring.

Thus, the developrent of adult song in the Dipper !1\3.y

be a more continuous and possibly accelerated process.
1-brton (1977) postulated that the need to retain a position in a
territory was the probable cause for the evolution of a particular type
of warning call of the fenale Carolina 1'/Len (Thryothorus ludovicianus).
In this instance, the evolution of a particular vocal behavior was

subtly linked to the territorial strategy of the species.

Carolina

Wrens as discussed in 1-brton (1977), and Dippers share a number of
behavioral similarities.

Individuals of both species are monomorphic

and monogamous, fonn perffi3.nent pair bonds, defend perffi3.nent territories

t'lroughout the year, possess graded vocalizations, and utilize the
same call in a variety of contexts (Dipper Jih call, Wren Chirt call).
Unlike Dippers, only the male Carolina Wren sings and lone fenales
cannot retain their place in a territory (the latter !1\3.Y be related to
the absence of song in the fenale wren) .

1-brton postulated that the

need to retain a position in a territory was the probable cause for the
evolution of a particular type of graded warning call of the female.
The female I·Jten monitors the presence of an avian predator and employs
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the graded call to constantly infom her mate of the predator 's presence
and r:ossible threat.
An ultimate causal factcr for PFS may be the need for an early

acquisition of full singing ability in the Di pper which MJuld allow
opportunistic acquisition of a territory.

The early develoJ?!!Ent of

subsong, its appearance in a seEmingly precocious social context and
the occurrence of only adult song after early fall support this idea.

Singing may aid the oppcrtunistic filling of territorial vacancies
in winter.

If there is any selective advantage accrued to young birds

which are exposed to PFS, then adult birds which exhibited the behavior
would ultimately be increasing their own fitness.
There is evidence of a diversity of strategies of the timing and
extent of vocal learning in avian species (Nottebohn 1969, 1972;
Marler 1970).

In certain cases these could be linked to a period of

parental vocal activity, and the possibility exists that certain
periods of vocal activity of adult birds could be interpreted in this
light.

Welty (1975) proposed that t!1e recurrence of adult song near

the end of the breeding season could serve to present young birds with
exposure to adult song.

Slagsvold (1977) noted that an increase in the

amount of 8ong of a mnnber of forest birds occurred abcut the time of
fledging of the young.

He attributed this song to birds preparing for

a second clutch, a rise in activity at the end of a season, and a
reassertion of territcry ownership, all of direct benefit tc t..'le singer.
A result of this in=ease in song activity and a possible causal factcr
contributing to its occurrence is that it could function in sane
species tc expose young birds to species-specific adult song.
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It is generally assurred that :inrnature birds are exposed to clear
exarrples of species-specific song patterns during the period of
parental care and also after its temination.

They w::JUld have an

adequate opportunity to learn canponents of full adult song and it
=uld not be necessary for adults of rrost species to actively provide
their offspring with exposure to song through the evolution of a
specific behavior pattern.
The present study suggests that PFS of adult Dippers is a
specifically evolved vocal behavior.

If singing plays an :important

part in the social behavior of a species, then those individuals with
socially "inadequate" repertoires w::Juld be at a definite selective
disadvantage.

Any parental behavior which enhanced the presentation

of a vocal pattern to offspring could possibly be selected for.

It

is tirre to ask how the intricacies of song learning by young birds
and particular singing behaviors of adults are interconnected to fom

an integrated, co-evolved systan.
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Appendix A

Pattern of Repetition of Notes

Singing other than PFS :

4- 2- 1- 4- 2- 2- 2
3- 3-1-3- 1-1
9- 2- 3- 2-4- 1- 3
4- 3- 1-4-2
5- 4- 3- 2- 5- 1- 1- 4
2- 3- 1-1-4- 7- 2- 3- 1- 1
2- 1- 1- 1- 1- 4
1-3- 1-1- 4
2- 4- 5- 3-1
9- 1-1-2-2-2- 2- 2- 5- 2- 1- 2-5
4-3- 4
5-5- 3-5- 2- 2- 3-6- 4- 2- 5- 2- 3- 1-3- 1
3-1- 8- 1- 4
3- 4- 8- 1- 3-6
3- 3- 5
3-1- 3- 1- 2- 4
4- 3- 6- 5
2- 9- 2
8- 2-1- 1- 2- 2- 4-1
1- 5- 1- 1
3- 3- 3
4- 3- 4
PFS :

2- 1- 1- 1- 8- 2
1- 5- 7- 3
1- 4- 1- 2
5- 1- 2
1-4- 3- 2- 4- 9- 1
4- 1- 2
4- 8- 1- 2- 4- 3- 6- 3-1- 2- [2- 3-2- 9- 3)-2
2- 4- 8- 2- 9- [2- 3- 2- 9- 3)
4- 2- 3- 4- 6-6- 5- 2- 3-2- 3-1-2
4- 2- 1- 2- 2- 2- 2- 1- 1-5- 2- 8-2- 1- 1
4- 3-3-9- 2- 3- 2- 1- 3- 6
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Appendix B
Analysis of Feeding

Nl

N2

Rtms

6
6
2
8
2
4
12

19
4

11
2
5
10
5
6
2
4
3
7
6
5
4
5
4
5
5
6
5
3
5
2
6
2
6
5
7
6
4
4
4
4
5
6
4

21
13
8
14
2
7
26
13
12
12
9
9
10
16
13
8
12
23
5
9
18
16
11
13
15
12
16
6
11
15
14
3
12

4

3
5
4
2
2
2
6
3
2
3
2
2
4
2
6
4
3
2
9
5
5
3
3
4
2
8
7

Signif.
. 972
.010
1.000
.421
1.000
2 . 74
.036
.142
.000
. 327
. 335
1.000
.4 90
1.000
.013
. 313
1.000
. 788
1.000
.500
. 036
. 027
. 000
. 620
1.000
.016
.169
.006
.345
. 148
.027
1.000
.833
.003

---x-----xx---x---x---x-----xxxxxx
-------------x--x-------------xxx-xx-x-x--x
------x-x-----x-----xx----x
-----x--xxx
-------------------------xxx-x--xx----xx-----------xx-----x-x
-x-----------x------x---x
---x---x----------x--xxxxx
------------x--:xx-- - -2:--------x
------x-x-x
-----x--x------------xx--------------

--=

- }{}(X---x -

---------=
---------------xx--x-xxx

----------------xxxx
--------x-x-x
-x---------x---------xxx--xx----xxxx-x---------x--xxx
--------xx--------xxx
----xx--x
------x-----xx
-------------x--xxx
------x-x------xx-xx-xxxx----x--------xxxxxx

- = Feeding not fo110t-.1ed by song

x

= Feeding

followed by song

Appendix C

- ------- --

Rel ation of occurrence of PFS to age of fledgl ing
Day of fledgling period

1

2

3

4

Fena1e 11a1e

Fenale 1·1a1e

Fana1e t1ale

Fenale I'L3.l e

6-1 2

5

Faml e

Hale

Farole

~Jale

1977
Song
No Song

1978

Song

1
-

8
68

-No Song

186

2

6

5

-

-

58

13

22

26

8

28

21

28

-

-

65

116

2

3

-

2

-

85

102

46
5

2

3

3

22

13

-

-

-

-

24

12

16

33

37

42

19

7

20

-

-

-

33

54

85

21

15

22

-

-

-

97

183

60

82

\-'
\-'
N

